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32 HUME AND THE PROBLEM OF CAUSATION

roean that ",tomtn" nf cau,,1 conuection a<' nothing hut
,tatero,n" of ck facta con,tant conjunction.ooThi' "Humean"

I

th'ory ha; heen ,uhi"ted to intenre ,crutiny in conteropocary i
philowphY. It ha; heen found ddicitnt beeau" it i, unable to .
di"ingui,h cau,"1 Jaw' leoro ",teroen" of de facto cegularity.
No doobt an ongu"dtd "atem,nt of hcroic Humeani,m i, pbil-
owphicaJlY obj,ctionablt. But i, hteoic Huroeani'ro Hum",
po,ition) Aft" aJJ, tbcre i, the ,econd dtfinition of "caure,"
which "cape' "cim" notice in tht Robinwn-Mackic inttepet"-
tion d"pite Hurot" etpeated "",tion that, "A"ocding to my
d,finition', n"",ity mak" an e",ntial pad 01 can,"tion" (T,
'°7)' We have "en that Hum' ,ven boldly chaJJ,ng" oth"
philowphe," to peovid' a definition of "cau"" without "com-
pcehonding, a; a pact of the definition, a """w1 connexion"
(EHU, Sec. 74)- If tht" pa"ag<' aet taken ,,';on# and no.
txplain,,1 away in teeo>' of Humt', etdnctioni"ic tendtnci" and
tb' ,ingle "nre of "ntc",ity" accompanying thero, then h'"
can only be inttepetted a; thinking that hteoic Humeani,ro is
fal"- And if hi, "cond definition of "canre" " etad ,imply"
hi, i..i;ten" that n"",ity in a "cond "n" mu;t playa col<\
in any co""t theocy of cau,"ti on, then w' think it i, po"ib!~
to con"cuct a uuified and dde..ible Hum"n theory of cauia'
tion. Thi' i, tl" view we ,haJJ dd,nd a; th' account m"'~
faithful to the spirit of Hume's intentionsP

20. J. L. Mackie. The Cement of the Universe: A
ford: Clarendon Press. Ig74), pp. Ig8f.
2\. See below pp. 139ff. esp. pp. 140 and 156f.

Study of causation,(Oii

2

Causal and Inductive

Scepticism

IN THIS CHAPTER we turn to the interpretation of Hume's

philosophy as a sceptical account of causation and of induction
(causal inference). The first section links our treatment of
Hume's two definitions in the previous chapter with the question
of whether Hume is a sceptic about causation and inductive
reasoning. We there argue that Hume is not a sceptic about the
causal relation; and, in the remainder of the chapter, we show
that he is not a sceptic concerning inductive inference and the
claimsof reason generally.

These arguments should lend considerable weight to the
claimsof Chapter 1. The attribution to Hume of what Mackie
calls "heroic Humeanism" appears plausible largely because
f{ume's account of causation is generally considered an indi-
visiblepart of a general sceptical program. For example, Mackie
and others say that Hume is a sceptic both about induction and
about the inclusion of any sense of "necessity" in his definitions
of"cause"-and that he is a sceptic about both for the same
reasons.We argue that this interpretation cannot be substanti-
atedand that Hume's only major complaint about induction
and causal necessity is that rationalists have misunderstood the
nature of causation and inductive inference.

I

T,hereare a number of possible ways to formulate the notion
tliatRume is a sceptic about causation. One way is to derive
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,ome type of "eptici,m lrem on' 0' both 01 the definition' 01
"<ou,,"" e"""ined in Chapte' L Such a tactic h", been peT'picn'
ously outlined by Wade Robison:

II

On' "adition opt< fm D, and ""I< Hmoe "' a p",ponent 01 tbe
Unifonnity Tb"i,. . . . On <hi' view tbe forn' 01 Home', "eptid,m
i, <he p,obl,m 01 indo"iono if we "nnot dotingui.b "",al fmm c"oal
"guladti", bow can we jo"ify infe,dng onob"""d evenl< hom ob.
served ones?

The other tradition opts for Dz and commits Hume to a subjectivist
thesis. . . . On this view Hume's scepticism centres not on how we
can determine when we have got an objective causal relation, but on
how we can even say that there could be one.l

That Hume i. not a "eptic in thc fiT't "n" i, demnw>ttated
in late' "ctinw> nf thi, chapt'" wh"e it i, "goed that he mak"
a genenl di,tindinn bdween expcrientially 0' indnctively well.
grnnnded belief, and purely artificial 0' a"oriational on" (cl
"p. Sec. IV, poInt 4)' That be i, not a "eptic in the "cond 0'
".objectivi,t" "n" can be "en by a b,ief recapitulation 01 the
"gnment in the fiT't chapte'. It w"' there "goed that Hnme i'
"eptical about both the common man', aod the rational""",
belief, in the objective exi,tenee 01 ne""'ry connectio", in
nature. In thi, rega,d Hume i, "eptical about ",tain view' th..

po,it the exi,tence of neee"ary connedion, among objed" TJrl>.
"cptid,m 10,"'" only on the noom,.,.l exi"en" 01 neee..arJI
connectedne". In other ",pec" Hmne i, neither ,eeptical no!)
even revisionary in the account of causation he develops.

On the otber hand, given the "gument 01 Chapt" t, the In),
lowing inte,pretation ;, a co"ect attribution to Home 01 ",",11' ,I
tic.l" view" on neither 01 Hume', theori" 01 camation i, tIt\, "

ex"tenee of an objectively ne""ary connection between obi""
a logi<olly nece,,"Y condition of thei' bdng related", ","""

,. Wade L. Mbi.oo, "Hom", Cau'" ,",ptid"," in Daoi. Ho,",' ."",
'en"" PoP"" cd. C. P. Mmire (AUt"nOUni~"i" of Tm' P=" '<fii)i
pp. '50-". A ,,"an' ot ,he ",ood <YP'of ""p"",m 0 mentioned ,"",.
je"ed by .",y SCwod, Hum' (Londono Roodeel", . K,pn p,o1,.mln
p. 9" Robi.on'. b,~d" p""""m 1m in,"pre,ln, nome" an iod","~
"'Ptic i< lound in ,wo oeb" "tid'" "D"id Hum" N",o"li., "d ~e'"
"ep'i'." in D. W. Li,in"cnn ,nd J. T. King, ed... IbM" A Re."":'!J'"
(New Yo,'o Fo<dh,m Uni~"i'y P,~, '976), pp. ,,-,,; and "Hume""'"
ticism," Dialogue 12 (1973), pp. 87-99'
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and effect; yet, by his own admission, the idea of an objectively

necessary connection is an essential part of causal relatedness in
the ordinary sense of "cause." Since Hume's arguments delete
this condition, he has significantly altered the meaning of the
term "cause." But what follows from this "sceptical" view? One

possible conclusion is that Hume meant to embrace something
approximating Russell's declaration that the notion of causa-
tion as ordinarily understood is a "relic of a bygone age" that
therefore deserves "complete extrusion from the philosophical
vocabulary."2 If this position is Hume's, as Ducasse claims,3 then
clearly he is a sceptic about causation in a significant sense.

It is one thing to say that Hume is sceptical concerning the
commitments of the common concept of cause, or the rationalists'
use of cause, and quite another to suggest that he seeks to ex-

punge the notion altogether. The argument sketched in the
previous paragraph shows at most that Hume is a sceptic about
certain features of the ordinary and rationalistic conceptions of
cause, which features he rejects; the argument does not show
that he is sceptical about the existence of the causal relation.
A similar assessment holds if his "scepticism" is formulated in
more general ways, such as those D. C. Stove and Terence
Penelhum have proposed. They hold that Humean scepticism
is the position that "no proposition which is not itself observed
to. be true is rendered more likely to be true by the citation of
evidence from experience."4 Whether Hume is a sceptic about
causation in this sense depends on how the "proposition" about
causation is formulated. If the proposition is "There are causal
relations in the ordinary sense or in the rationalistic sense of
objectively necessary connections," then Hume does reveal a
sceptical attitude about such relations. But if the proposition
is "There are true causal statements," then we have seen that

Hume is nonsceptical, for there are causes in his philosophy.
Even though this proposition is "not itself observed to be
true," it is rendered more likely by the evidence of constant
conjunctions.

2.BertrandRussell,"On the Notion of Cause," Mysticism and Logic (Garden
City,N.Y.: Doubleday, 1917),P' 174.
,..C,r Ducasse, Causation and the TyjJes of Necessity (Seattle: University of
~ashmgton Press, 1924:New York: Dover Publications, 1969), P' 5°.
~i!hls formulation is from Terence Penelhum, Hume (New York: St. Mar-

nSPress, 1975),p. 5°. Stove's views are treated in detail in Section V below.
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36 HUME AND THE PROBLEM OF CAUSATION

AU tbing' comid",d, it ""n' botb I'" conlu,ing and more
accu<ate to sav tbat Hum' p<ovid" a c",i,iona')' <atb" tban a
,,'ptical analv,i, 01 causation. Hi, ""i,ionaT)' analv,i', alt" aU,
i, not m,relv a linguistic pcoposal conc,ening p<op" u" 01 tb,
wo,d "cau":' Hc att,mpt' to dhcov" tb' ten' nature 01 tb,
cau,"1 cdation. His conclu,ion cannot laicly b' d",cib,d "' a
""ptical on' il b' i, tbu' und"'tood "' pcoviding tcoth condi.
tion' foc causal "ate"' en". In conte",t to th, intecpretation, of
Robiton, Pendbum, and Stove, a more "awnabie app<oacb was
,uW',ted by Tbom"' Reid, p"hap' Hum'" "vec"t anti,,'ptical
critic.' Whee'"' R,id saw Hum' "' ,ndo"ing an "abwiutely
""ptical" sy,tem 01 phiio,ophY, h' thought Hum' ,;mplv had a
diff,rent notion of cau,"tion than did othee philowpheCS. R,id
thus did not tak' Hu",' to b' ,,'ptical about th' ..ist'"" nl
causal relatinns. A' Rdd "cogni",d, Hume" ,,'ptici,m ..ten'"
to th' d,lmitions of caU" tbat both o,dinatY ianguage and

philowphical t<adition had hand,d down.' But Hum' w"' not
,ceptical about tb' ..i",n'" 01 causal "lation', "' h' dclined
th,m. Doub" to tb, contea')' re,t lacgdV on th' b,li,f that
Hume i' a ""ptic about induction, a topic to which w, noW'
turn.

II

I""peccive of whethee Hume i, ,,'ptical about causal conne.
tion, i' b' ,,'ptical about causai oc inductive reawningll'h!
an,wee to tbi, question, w' ,haU atgu', is ""ntiallv th' s""~
"' tb' on' just pcovid,d about causation, Hum' i, ""ptiCaI I
about ,a,ionalist dai,"s conceening th' powee and ""P"'~

,.Thom" Reid, PhitowPh'w' WM", Ham",on """"", w,'" an Tn"""
tion b, H.ay Rrt,1«n (FAinbu",h "95 p,iutiug, Geo", OIm' V~...,
bu,hh.ndlong. ,,07). pp. " (Le"'" '0 ere"",). ,56' (10",""u,t P"""'\i
6"4. 6'7 (A,tiv, p,w",). . .'

6. Evenm,re <ha>i"blein"'",,""'o, ,f Hume ,h>a Re'd's do "'" ,.
"",mple, HaITYSiJ"ute'n h" sugge>«dto us ,ha' intO'a>" ,he """"'If
n~ 0' "~n~" .1I'oW'"'a< 0"-'" maybe io«m.l, Hume'sa",mp' to1iI!'"
,h, meaniogm= p='~ m'Yb' re<a>d'"'" a d.dfi~,'on and"" eipiO'"
,i,o, >ad00<n",",rily '" re,""onary.Alro.. balaocOOaml u~ful i"~
"",n "f Hum"s "0=1 s«p"",m i, "'und 10 lam" N~'" H.,,;,!'
philo.wphi.., D~,'ol'm"'" A ".d, ,t hi, M,"'od' (O","" C"""",,
Press, 1973), PP' 8--16.
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causal reasoning, but not sceptical about causal reasoning itself.
We proceed now to a series of arguments in defense of the follow-

~, ing interpretation: Hume may in many respects be a sceptic, but he
is not a sceptic about induction, In those passages commonly said
to exhibit scepticism about induction, Hume's intentions have
been misinterpreted. He is concerned to show that inductive
reasoning can provide neither self-evident certainty nor the

logical necessity that uniquely characterizes demonstrative rea-
soning (a priori reasoning), and also that demonstrative reason-

ing cannot prove matters of fact by its own resources alone.
Thus, the problem of induction, as that problem is conceived

today, is simply not to be found in Hume's philosophy. (Fol-
lowing modern usage, we use the expressions "inductive rea-
soning" and "inductive inference," rather than "causal reasoning"
or "causal inference.")

Most of Hume's final views on causal inference are presented
in Sections IV-V.i of the first Enquiry, His earlier views are

sprinkled throughout the Treatise and then collated in a re-
markably succinct summary in the Abstract. These passages are
the source of his fame as the discoverer of the modern problem
of induction. But on our reading of Hume, his expositors and
critics have unwittingly collaborated to present a confused and
mistaken picture of his views both on the problem of induction
and on the related problem of providing rational support for
inductively derived conclusions. In general, these expositors
claim that Hume is a complete sceptic about induction. Specifi-
cally, they contend: (I) that he thinks no inductive procedures
provide rational justifications, (2) that he thinks there are no
rational justifications of inductive procedures, (3) that he does
not distinguish between rational and irrational belief, (4) that
he~advances an epistemology which implies that our factual
"knowledge" is reducible to an irrational faith, and (5) that
ltis critique of induction undermines his own empirical method.
These claims are made by philosophers as diverse as Will,
~neale, Popper, Stove, Penelhum, and Bennett. We shall refer

~~their interpretations, as revealed in the following passages, as
,the received view" of Hume's positions on inductive justifica-

~'ons and on the rationality of inductive procedures:

JI'b
..h

\.~. standard argument for complete inductive scepticism, for thee Ie( that' d '

III uctlve procedures have no rational and no empirical

.'
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38 HUME AND THE PROBLEM OF CAUSATION

justification whatever, is the one stated in a small variety of ways in the
writings of Hume. . . . We have, accordingly, no reason for believing
any of these inferences; they are all a matter of . , . "animal faith."7

F.L. Will

Hume was unable or unwilling to make any distinction between
rational and irrational belief, and so for him there could be no hope
of an escape from irrational confidence to something better. . . . What
shocks us is Hume's assertion that induction can be no more than the
association of ideas without rational justification.8 Willitim Kneale

[Hume was] a believer in an irrationalist epistemology. . . . OUf
"knowledge" is unmasked as being not only of the nature of belief, but
of rationally indefensible belief-of an irrational faith.O Karl Popper

1

I
I

j
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[Hume held that] "All predictive-inductive inferences are unrea.
sonable." This captures the non psychological, the evaluative, and the
un favourable meaning of Hume's conclusion [that] even after we have
had experience of the appropriate constant conjunction, it is not
reason (but custom, etc.) which determines us to infer the idea (e.g of
heat) from the impression (e.g.of flame).10 D. C. Stove

Hume certainly holds that because inductive inference is formally
invalid, it lacks rational justification. This conclusion, however, divides
into at least three contentions: (I) that inductive conclusions are in-
curably vulnerable (inductive fallibilism); (2) that there is real possi;
bility that the course of nature may change in the future from what
it has been in the past; (3) that no evidence, however great in quantity,
can contribute any likelihood to the conclusion of any inductive irt.
ference (inductive scepticism). Each is thought by him to be established'
by the formal invalidity of induction. Clearly (2) is more radical than}
(I). . . . Clearly (3) is more radical than (2). . . . Their combinatio~!
is a total scepticism about induction.ll Terence Penelhum'

In considering any belief's intellectual standing, all Hume will do
is demand its birth-certificate. . . . Hume's over-insistence on our in.

7. F. L. Will. "Will the Future Be Like the Past?" Mind 56 (1947); reprinted'
in Logic and Language, Second Series. ed. by A. Flew (Garden City, N.Yi~
Doubleday, 1965), pp. 249f. 253.
8. William Kneale, Probability and Induction (Oxford: Clarendon Press,'.
1949), p. 55.

9. Karl Popper. Objective Knowledge (Oxford: Oxford University press;
1972),pp. 4f. ,
10. D. C. Stove. Probability and Rume's Inductive Scepticism (Oxford: Clar'
endon Press, 1973), pp. 34. 31.
II. PeneIhum, op. cit., p. 52.
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tellectual passivity also ignores the causal judgments which look inter-

,"",lively"'th" th'n "'nfid,ntiy tow"", th, [utu". . . . Hi, th,ory
does not cover non-credulous, tentative, interrogative predictions. He
clearly thinks that beliefs are the whole story.12 Jonathan Bennett

V'riou, re"o", in ,uPPOrt o[ meh interpre'ation, are cited hy
th"" autho", bu, g'neral1y tbeir a<Xoun~ re" on one, or both,
of the following reconstructions of flume's arguments:Argument I

(1) All factual beliefs are based solely on instinct and not onjustifying reasons.

(2) If all factual beliefs are based solely on instinct and not
on justifying reasons, then all factual beliefs are irra-
tional.

,'. (C1)All factual beliefs are irrational.

(3) All inductively derived beliefs form a subset of the set of
factual beliefs.

(4) If al1 lattual beHel. are irra'ional and al1 inductively
derived beHel. form a ,ub"'t 01 the "" 01 lattual beliel.,
then no inductive conclusion can be rationally justified.

.'. (C2)No inductive conclusion can be rationally justified.Argument II

(t) Tbe eolire in"i!ution 01 inductive rea",ning cannot berationally justified.

(,) If the enlire in"i'ution 01 induCtive reatoning cannot
be rationally justified, tl1en no inductive conclusion canbe rationally justified.

.', (C) No inductive conclusion can be rationally justified.

Tbeseargumen", which reach 'he "me condu.ion, are certainly
valid,bnt are they Hume'" We con'end 'bat both premi" (t)
of Argumen, I and p'emi" (t) 01 Argument II are incorreCt
depiction,01 Hume', view, and that both Jead to a final Con.
dU"on that i, an eqnaIly incorreCt depiction 01 Hume', view,.

In order to 'bow 'he mi"aken d'ataCter 01 'h"e two reCOn.
nmetinn. 01 Hnme', argumen~, i, i, ne""",y '0 introduce a
~eJiminary di,tinCtion between <>/e"'ol and ;nte"'ol jU"ifica.
"on.. The received view boid, /bat Hume', "critique" 01 induc.

;..J"""" ""u"" L~,., n",.ky, Hum. ("'funI, Oxfonl Uu',="y

reas,1971),pp. 300-2.
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tion i, <auiea! in that it uemanm a ju,tilication 01 inductive
reasoning in general-the whole institution of inductive pro-
cedu'" and ,tandaed', Thi' <adieal demand lor an external

ju,tilication 01 iuduetive re",oning mmt be dhHngui,hed Imm
a demand for internal justification of particular inductive con-
clusions, as evaluated within the institution of inductive reason-
ing. We ,hall Tder to pTob"m' of inteTnal ju,tilication "
internal problems. They are answerable only in reference to
established standards of inductive evidence. We shall refer to
the pTob"m 0\ external ju,tilication " the "ternal pmbl<m. It
involv" a <adical challenge to an internal "andaTd, 0\ inducti"" I
,,",oning, and it demand, a nondreulaT ju,tilication, one that
does not rely on inductive reasoning. This problem will be un'
derstoocl as the request for a noncircular demonstration of the
rational justifiability of the entire institution of inductive rea.
soning. Any internal problem assumes the legitimacy of some!
inductive polid" and only qu"tion, tbe Tational ju,tiiiabilitj) ,
of a particular inductive conclusion.

lIoweve' one com=" lIume', "ance on the external prob.
lem, it would be precipitouS to label his philosophy as a whole-
OTeven hi, epi,temoIOgy-iTTationali,t. One majoT "a.,n !<i,
tbi' coodu,ion i, tltat Hume expre,,;ly advocate' "anda.m,ti"j
the molution 0\ internal pTObltm'. He quite deaTly beli,,;';
wme inductive condu,ion, <ational and otheT' iTTationa!,~\:
assessed by a set of appropriate inductive standards that e~~1I,!
,ueb criti" "' Duc"," acknowledge him to have pioneeriaQ'
(We document Hume', commitment to inductive ,tandard<',,;u
bi, entitlement to tbi' commitment in Seetion IV.) Nonetlt"""
Ute rerdved view 01 Hume" po,ition on the "ternal pro~i\iii
"am to tbe ,u'pieion tbat a crudal incon,i"ency baun,,1'!rti

philo,opbY' bi, celeb<a"d "critique" 0\ induction ""'¥I,f9)
undmut the iuductive metbodology he botb employ' anitd!!
lend>. It mu,t be conceded that il lIume do" in lact. boldatJl<!;

pTcrni" (t) 0\ ATgument I OT premi" (t) 01 ATgumen(I.Ij ;

i, miTCd in incomhteney. But, "' we ,ball noW ",gue,.be,;Ha.:
neitber pTCmi" , and w i, not guilt.y 0\ ,ueb incomi>".'y,\I;y.'
begin OUT"gumeut to tbi' condu,iou by dcrnom<Tati.gAI!

j

'3' C. J. Dua"", "C""quc of Hum'" Caarep""a at c"",my," Th,I"it'1'l
of Philosophy 63 (1966), pp. 145f. II

m
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implausibility of Argument II as an interpretation of Hume's
views.

III

An examination of Argument II must answer two closely related

questions: (A) Does Hume explicitly raise the external problem-
i.e., does he demand a rational justification of the entire insti-
tUtion of inductive procedures? (B) Does he advance a sceptical
answer to the external problem, and thereby undermine the in-
ternal use of the very inductive standards he otherwise supports?
The received view answers affirmatively to (A), and it is thereby
disposed, we suggest, to answer (B) in the affirmative as well.

But an affirmative answer to either (A) or (B) depends on a
misinterpretation. It was never Hume's intent to question the
entire institution of inductive procedures and standards. His
argument is a frontal attack on rationalist assumptions that
at least some inductive arguments are demonstrative; it is not
ademand for a wholesale justification of induction and a fortiori
not a sceptical assault on induction. It is an argument that re-
jects rational intuition or understanding, while proceeding
frompremises about imagination, custom, and perception. More-
over, if considered as an attack on reason, Hume's critique is
directedspecifically against the rationalistic conception of reason.
It isnot an unrestricted scepticism concerning what today we often
call "reason" and "rational justification." Hume sometimes uses
tbe word "reason" and its analogs in a narrower way than is
com.montoday, and he often substitutes terms such as "experi-
ence"and "custom" where we would likely use "reason." Perhaps
be~auseof such tendencies, commentators have transformed his
claim that no inductive inference can be supported and hence
justified rationally, in the narrow a priori sense, into the far
differentclaim that no inductive inference can be justified ra-
tionally, in the broader contemporary sense of "rationality."
1'his. interpretation transplants an alien equivocation into
Hum;'sphilosophy. His scepticism concerns only rationalistic
usesof "reason," not the sagacious use of what he calls "reasoning
.trommattersof fact." Thus, in his discussionsof inductive in-
~rence(ERD, Sees. 20-38; d. T, 77-93), his arguments are
Intendedto show that pure reason cannot demonstratively prove

Ii'
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Lockean) belief that there can be synthetic a priori knowledge
,. about the world derived from self-evident first principles. Hume

repeatedly argues that induction is nondemonstrative; his model
of a demonstrative argument is one that proceeds from self-
evident a priori premises to a conclusion certified by deductive

logic. Just as one of Newton's ambitions was to eliminate this

procedure in the natural sciences (and Hume's science in the
Treatise is notoriously Newtonian), so the larger purpose of
Hume's treatment of induction is to attack this rationalistic con-

ception of reason. Hume shows first that demonstrative reasoning
does not yield factual results and, second, that induction is
not marked by the logical necessity attending demonstrative
reasoning. This two-part demonstration concludes Hume's argu-
ment against rationalism, and his argument against rationalism
is the whole point of his "critique" of induction. Far from being

a sceptical challenge to induction, then, Hume's "critique" is
little more than a prolonged argument for the general position
that Newton's inductive method must replace the rationalistic
model of science,15

It is thus easy to see why Hume restricts "reason" to a priori
reason in those contexts where he directly discusses the nature
of induction (and also why he incorporates restrictions to dis-
allow synthetic a priori reasoning). Apart from these special
contexts, he refers to inductive inference as "a true species of
reasoning" (T, 97n) and uses the term "reason" in a looser sense
approximating our ordinary usage in these contexts today. Hume
stipulatively confines the scope of reason to the discernment of
ideas and their relations (i.e., to deductive reasoning and intu-
itive derivation of nonsynthetic a priori propositions), but he
does so only where there is a danger of misuse. Stipulation can
pe'commendable when one has a good reason for it, and Hume
has several good reasons. As a consequence he is committed to
speaking as though there are no justifications for empirical
claims. This commitment, however, concerns merely a termino-
logical point, and it reflects a clarity rather than a confusion in
his intentions.

'An appreciation of these anti-rationalist intentions is essential

;~1~nattractiveexplanation of the Newtonian influence on Hume is found
.1l\NicholasCapaldi, David Hume (Boston: Twayne, 1975), pp. 39-42 and 4911.
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matte" of fact and that inducuon cannot p<ovide demon"»-
uvdy ""ain know"dge- The ca'" for thi' reading of Hume
may he ,upported in tWOway" (r) by a con,ideration of Humc',
anti-rationali,t conWfl', ao informed by th~ long"anding »-
tionali,t-emp'rid't d"h; (,) by a do'" textual aualy,i, of Hume',
arguments concerning induction.

\. Bume's Anti-Rationalism

In Humc" era pure rcawn wao often con,idcred capab" of
deriv'ng ,weeping fattual condu,ion" Norman Kemp Smith ",-,
ind,ivdy dC'"ibed (and documented) thi' u'" of ",,",on" by
rationalist philosophers:

QnC",n"'oon'" incri<ably"mldng from "" ma"'ematical me"'od,
i, "'C 'dendficat'On of - - , cao<ation with cxplanadon- If all "'in"
'ollow hom tbeic groood' in thc "me way that "'e "",enc pcopectio
of a triangle follow hom in dcfinition, "'c one po~ib" loem of 000',
ncedon b"wcen rcal "iucn'" muU bc that of logical dependeore,
And that all-impo"ant con",qucoce (implicd thoogh not openly "mi'
ni",d in Dc""ee, 'y,eem) Spiooea uat" in the mou "plidt mannec'
Like I.eibnic, hc tak" the peindp" of cao"lity "' being a neee"a!!
u-uth of ",ron, and", idcndcal wi'" thc prindple n[ geoond an~
ron",ocn<- Thc cff"t i, that which can be dcdocedwith logicaln""i
,ity feom th' notion 01 thc caO", When no '0'" n""cary roncept",)!
"lnlion exi'" b"w'on phenom,na, "'cy <annot b' caoraUy,,'a«d,)'

Be"u", ,u,h view' wecc th,n flou';,hing, a broad u'" n[it!\!
teCm ""..nn" w" ",>atl","a to eighteenth-c,ntury rncpiricl~f>!
and Hum' w.. undc"tandably h"itant abont rncployingtiW
term in any way that might have cationali,tk _datin"':~
EHU, Sec, 36n; T, 64,639)- The ,ingle mo" impo"ant rati""'~
i,ti, vicw nndec ",'udny in hi, work i, the Carte,ian (and eye\!

'1' No<man .,mp Smi'" , "Th' e"",ian pcindpl" in Spioou aod Lei~
in hi. "ud'" '0 a" Cm"""n Philnwph, (N'W yoc" "",minan, '9'Iii
pp, ."t- "weal 0"'" ioftuenclal phil~oph= and ,dco,"" nf tb<"'"
whn ,1"n,1 .b~ ,i,w' ace un,,"'" in Donald W. Li,io,,""" ':11"'"
" VIclma" e, orn" 00," A"",icoo Philncophie,l Qan"" ly 8 (. ft7')' "iI"""

6,ft, ]oliur Weio""" , Ockhmn, D"un"'" ond H""" ("',dh'" Uo' "'"
of Wisconsin PresS, 1977), pp. 94. 115££;Barbara Winters, "Hume ot.
son," Burne Studies 5 (1979), pp. 26££; and Eric Steinberg, "Intro
w Humc', An Enquiry Cnn"min, Hun"n Un"",lnndiog (Ind"
Hackett Publishing Co., 1977), p. xiii.

I
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for a proper undCI'tanding of Bum'" ,tarem,n" about reMon,
Th' lollowing excerpt eontain, Bume" typital """ptieal" argu,
m'u" pertaining bOu' to induttion and'" th' limi" 01 human
reason (EI-lU, IV.2; d. T, 91-93):

\!:

E"n after w' ha" "p,denee or th' operation' or "m" and ,."t,
our eonelu,ion, lrom that "perienee a<' no' [ounded on ,,",oning, m
any pro"~ 01 ,h' under'tanding , " it "ern' "id,n' that, il th"
eonelu,'on [tha<,imila< '"u", prod"" ,imila< ,ff""] w", lann,d b,
"""n, it woold be "' perrett at ""t, and upon on' ""tanee, "' a{'"
"er ,n long a tOU'" o[ "perien'" But tbe "" ~ (a<oth,rwi", , , .
[An 'ndueti") in""nee " not intUit've; neither i, it d,montt"ti".
Or wbat natOt' i, it, th,n1 To ray it " "per'm,ntal, i, begg'ng th,
question.

Burnt here u", "re..on" in hi' ,tipulativdy re,tritt,d "n'" B'
i, not attaeking what d"wh"e he eal" "experim,ntal reMon'
ing." Moreover, Burn' never reach" har,ber rondu,iom about
th' poverty of "aW~. Wbile b' oe",ionally do" inj"t 'imilar!y
rondemnatory language, one generallY find' it only in the ear1\':
and "'I-eonle,,ed'Y br..b work 01 tbe neati", Bere are hw
least guarded statements:

I
4'"

. ' . e"n af'" ,he ob""ation of ,he f"quen' M eon"an' eonj."",
'ion 01 obl'd', ," have no ,,",on to dmW an inf",nee eoneern,!>~

an, obi'" beyond ,ho" af whieh we have had "p"kaee, cr, ",): .

When 1 give the p"",enre to one "t o{ a<gmnenW above ano1h~'
1 do nuthing bnt dedde from m, {"ling eonreming the 'nperi"""
of their inftuence. (T, 103)

[ft i, not] b, any p,ore" o{ ,,",oning [that one] i, eogaged tod@!!
thi' [indodive] in{erenre . , . und"",.ding h", no Ft in theopdlO
tion. (EflU, se",;) .

m

Never are Bmn'" indittrnen" nl rea"en "",ner, u,ua1\~
i, r"erved, eautiou" and tot"'ly di,inclined to 'peak abott<,ii!1
ration"'i,rn, or even about un,diability. M be repeatedlt'"

pbMi"", bi' intention i, only to ,bow tbat "there tan ooi~~
demon,',ati"e argumen" to prove, ,hat tho" in"an"" o)w.~~
we har" hod no experien", ""enble ,ho", of which we ,...
had experience" (T, 89; all italics his). ['

Apparently Hurnc" interpreter, and etiti" bave fouridit,iiII
tOOtempting to "i'" on P""g" ,ueb " tbe above and 4e<\\'!'
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them exhibitions of a philosophy of irrationalism. This interpre-
tation entirely misses his point.16 His theses are anti-rationalist,
never irrationalist, and he usually surrounds even his apparently
most extravagant comments with a softer protective belt. For

example, Hume says at one point that the inventions of induc-
tive reasoning "must be entirely arbitrary" (EHU, Sec. 25). In
context his point is simply that if, as rationalists claim, we con-

jectured entirely a priori about the effect an object or event
would cause, then causal reasoning would be entirely arbitrary.
This proposition is not only quite understandable; it is true.

2. Hume's Arguments concerning Induction

Hume entitles his most extensive and concentrated discussions
of induction-both located in the Enquiry (IV-V)-"Sceptical
Doubts concerning the Operations of the Understandillg" and

"Sceptical Solution of these Doubts."17 In these sections the re-
ceived view has always interpreted Hume as proclaiming his

scepticism concerning the external problem. This interpretation
is perfectly represented by the following quotation from 'i\Tes-
ley Salmon:

It is well known that Hume's answer to this problem was essentially
skeptical. . . . Hume's position can be summarized succinctly: We can-
not justify any kind of ampliative inference. If it could be justified
deductively it would not be ampliative. It cannot be justified non-
~emonstratively because that would be viciously circular. It seems,
lhen, that there is no way in which we can extend our knowledge to

16.Seea reply to our earlier published arguments by Adi Parush, "Is Hume
a.Scepticabout Induction?" Hume Studies 3 (1977),esp. pp. 4-5. We believe
thatParush misses the point as fully as his predecessors.
.1.7,An important linguistic point about eighteenth-century usage of "scep-
tlcis.m"hasbeen made by Mary Shaw Kuypers, in Studies in the Eighteenth
GenturyBackgroundof Hume's EmPiricism (New York: Russell and Russell,
~96~).Pt. II, iv, esp. pp. 85f. She offers evidence that there is "a curious
I~en.ti.ficationof scientific method with scepticism" as early as Locke and
t\i~t"Humesubscribedto it." She also suggests that Hume's full acceptance
?filempiricismand rejection of rationalism is closely tied to the usage of'scepr' ". . .

.. IClsm In Ius plulosophy. Obviously the traditional reading of Hume

~~Uld have been quite different had he entitled his section on induction
. J.~ntific Doubts concerning the Operations of the Understanding." But it

\vould have been a more apt title.
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,h' noob"",d. W, h,vc. w b' '0", o"oy bolid, ,bon' "cc nnob.
""",d, aod in rom' of ,b,m w, pbcr W'" coolid'ocr. N,vc,",d'~,
they are without rational justificationof any kindl18

We eon,id" ,hi, in",p"",ion en'i,ely implau,ible. Neith" 01
Hume', di,eu"ion, in the Ii"t Enqviry ei,b" "i." the exte,",l

pmblem 0' a<gU" fo' a "eptkaJ an'w" to it. Each "ction h
divided into tWOp"" (IV.c, IV.', V.C, V.,), the Ii"t th"e 01
the" fou' ,ub"ctiom con,tituting ,bc co" of hi, "critique" 01
induction. 'Thei' ","ectu" aud majo, contention, may be out-
lined as follows:

(IV- c) Demon,trative ,,",oning (0 priori ,,",oning), wh"h i,
purely a prod,"t of th' und",wnding, cannot from it,
own resources alone prove matters ot tact.

(IV-') Indvctiv, "awning (fact'WI"owning) " not a product
of the und"ctanding and ,annat provid' th, logical
necessity that uniquely characterizes demonstrative rea.:
soning.

(V_c) Inductive ,,",oning i, not a product of th' und,rrta.a,
ing (the .,ouree or "principle" of a priori ,,",oning) but
rather is a product ot custom (the source or "principle"
ot tactual reasoning).

It ic impo,tant '° note ,bat thi, "con"ru,tion Jo"'" tho
unity 01 Hume', ,ub«ccion, in bi' argomen" concerning th'
"ope and limi" of the lacuJty 01 under,tanding. Ou' interp,m-
tion thn' ".co,d' weU witb hi, "ction title, "seeptkal Dorl'"
concerUing the Ope"tion, 01 the und".,'anding-" But 00,,""'1
mn" demon""te that th"e "comtrUctiom ," accu"te. Si'"
ou' interp"tation 01 IV.' will undoubtcdly p,ove the mo,t ""1i
uov=iaJ, wc ,hall Ii"t ue" the Je;, tmnble",,"c ,"b«ccion";~"

ginning with V.l.
'The following exce'p" from Sub"ccion V. L captn" Hu'i\'~

u,nal a<gUmen" £0' a ",cepticaJ ,olution" 01hi, earlier "dou~-')

[34]- - - in ,11"""ning' (com "peri,nee, ther' i' , ",p,t"!Oi'
by ,h' mind which i, not ,"p1"'rted hy ,ny "gument or p-'*
the understanding. . . . .

B6] Th' condn,ion, whicb [R",on] draW' from concid"in"ciJt

,B.We;I,y"troon, Th' F,n.d"""" ,/ ,""tih' 1'/""" (p"UbUCgb,Uit!i
versity of pittsburgh press, 1966), pp. 7, 11.
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circle are the same which it would form upon surveying all the circles
in the universe. But no man, having seen only one body move after
being impelled by another, could infer that every other body will move
after a like impulse. All inferences from experience, therefore, are
effectsof custom, not of reasoning. . . .

[38] What, then, is the conclusion of the whole matter? A simple
one; though, it must be confessed, pretty remote from the common
theories of philosophy. All belief of matter of fact or real existence
is derived merely from some object, present to the memory or senses,
and a customary conjunction between that and some other object.

That inductive reasoning is based on custom rather than on the

understanding is clearly the point of these largely psychological
contentions. Nowhere does Hume raise the external problem,
and the "sceptical solution" of his earlier doubts cannot be con-
strued as a sceptical solution of the external problem (d. also
T, I. iv. 1), for it is merely "scepticism concerning the operations
of the understanding."

The external problem is also absent from Subsection IV.I,
which constitutes the first part of Hume's "sceptical doubts"
concerning the understanding. Here are his most typical con.
tentions in this subsection:

[21] That the sun will not rise to-morrow is no less intelligible a
proposition, and implies no more contradiction, than the affirmation,
that it will rise. We should in vain, therefore, attempt to demonstrate
its falsehood. Were it demonstratively false, it would imply a con.
tradiction. . . .

[23] . . . knowledge of [a causal] relation is not, in any instance,
attained by reasonings a priori; but arises entirely from experience,
, . . rior can our reason, unassisted by experience, ever draw any in-
ference concerning real existence and matter of fact. . . .

[25] . . . every effect is a distinct event from its cause. It could not,
therefore, be discovered in the cause, and the first invention or con-
ception of it, a priori, must be entirely arbitrary.

Hume's thought in this subsection moves to the conclusion that

demonstrative reasoning, which is purely a product of the under-
stallding, cannot be employed to prove matters of fact, since
factual knowledge arises "entirely from experience" and never
aprior~.Again, nowhere is the external problem raised and no-
~h.~reIS there exhibited any scepticism concerning the founda-
tions of factual reasoning in general. Rather, the foundations
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a" located in ,uatOm and imagination. Hum'" ""eptical
doub"" conte' wlely on the "ope and pow'" 01 the undcr.
atanding (the laculty 01 a priMi "awning), not on the juatili.
ability of inductive reasoning.

We mu,t noW wn,;de< the pa,;age, in Sub"dion IV.', wh'"
Hume has alway' heen thought to "i" mo,t di",tly the extemal

pNblcm and alw to manifeat hi, "eptical leaninll" AgaiO't the
"reived view, we ,hall "gue that the lollowing ",oO'"udion
01 thi, ,ub"dion both includ" Hume" majo, lin" 01 "gu'
moot and exclud" no majo, point 01 hi, eon,,<'" Ndth'"
demon",a!iae no' indudiae "",aning eon be employed ,uree".
tully to p"",ide a p,cot at the ,uppo,itian that the tutu" will
be eo,*,mable to the patt. Sin" thit ",pp.,itian ,annat be

pmaed, it ,annat legitimately "tVe at an int"media'» that
",tifi" the unde<".nding to a"iae at indudiae inf"enw ,ha,.
ad"ired by logi,al ne""ity. Th"e 01,0 "cm' to bc no ather
lagi,al 'onnecting mcdiam that to ",tili" the undentanding.
Areo,dingly,indudiae "atoning i, not a p,odvd ot the unde<.'
,tanding and ,annat p,oaid' the logi,al necmity that uniqvel~
,hamd"i," dcman",atiae "atoning. We wntend that the fol'
lowing ret 01 pa,;ag" " ,ufficient, without in"odudng eith..
textual diatottion 0' "a"angement olo,d", to wnlinn this re
construction.

["1 I ,h,1\ coo"ot my,,1I, io this ",,;on, with an e"y t"" "'! ,
ili,1\ p""nd only to give a nega,;ve ao"," to the qv"'tion '"',
"ropm,d. I "y th'O, that, eveo aft" w, have expocieo" '" ill;
opcr,,;oo, 0' cau" ,ud effect,ou' ,oodu,iou, 'rom that expoci,""""
not 'ounded on ""ooing, o. ,oy pro,," of the uud"",nding.

l'91 jWhY 1""] exp",ien" iliould he e«ended to fuw" ti"'" ...
i. the m,in queation on whith I would in.i.t. The h.ead, whi'" \
lonoedy "', noud.hed me; , . . but does i' 'ollow, that othe<Ii<ei~
mUo,1'0 nou.i.hme " ,nothet "me. ' ' ) Tho consequ,n""'"
nowisene"""" . . . lThete i.] au iufetOn'" whith w,n' 00""
explained. ' . ' The" i, tOquitOd, medium, whide m>Yen,h~ ""
mind to d"w ,ud, ,n in'eteu'" if indeed it h' d"wn hy """,",
,nd "guneent. WIt" 'b,t mcdium i., I mO>'confou, 1""'" ",y""
prehension. . . .

['0] [Tho demand ;. fo< '1 conn«"ng p,oposi"on 0' in""""'"'
"'1', whide ,"ppo'" tho undm<anding in this condu,ion.

The Problem Outlined:

CAUSAL AND INDUCTIVE SCEPTICISM 49

Connecting Proposition Not Provable Demonstratively:

[30] That there are no demonstrative arguments in the case seems
evident; since it implies no contradiction that the course of nature
may change. . . .

connecting Proposition Not Provable Inductively:

[3°] All our experimental conclusions proceed upon the supposition
that the future will be conformable to the past. To endeavor, therefore,
the proof of this last supposition by probable arguments, or argu-
ments regarding existence, must be evidently going in a circle, and
taking that for granted, which is the very point in question.

No Other Logical Connecting Medium Apparent:

[31] [If any causal or inductive] conclusion were formed by reason,
it would be as perfect at first, and upon one instance, as after ever
so long a course of experience. But the case is far otherwise.

[32] The question still recurs, on what process of, argument this
inferenceis founded?Where is the medium? . . . the inference is not
intuitive, neither is it demonstrative. . . . To say it is experimental,
is begging the question. . . no enquiry has yet been able to remove
mydifficulty. . . .

Conclusion:

[33]. . . it is not reasoning which engag:esus to suppose the past
resemblingthe future, and to expect similar effectsfrom causeswhich
are,to appearance,similar.This is the proposition which I intended to
enforcein the present section.

It must not be thought that this interpretation applies only
to the first Enquiry. In the Treatise (Book I, Part III, Sec. vi)
therecorresponds a virtually identical argument. On the critical
pages(86-92) Hume argues that it is not the understanding that
allowsus to infer from the cause to the effect, and thus that
causalinference is not an a priori movement of reason (pursuant
to experience of causes and effects): "If reason determined us,
it wou'd proceed upon that principle, that instances, of which
wehavehad no experience, must resemble those of which we
havehad experience,and that the course of nature continues
alwaysuniformly the same" (T, 89). Because this premise can-
not be proved demonstratively or causally without circularity,
reasoncannot ground or discover the premise and so the under-
&tandingcannot act on it. Only the imagination can.

The question may be raised whether our reconstruction does
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jO"ic' to c"taio ,d,b,""d p,,"g<" that the "coi"d view'"
wdat," with the "t"nal pmb"m, ,"pedallY tho" pa"ag<"
whe" Home 'peak' of the d"ol" , qo,"tioo.begging chamt"
of indodion if o"d to jo,tify it.,II-<.g., the above exmp"
",om Sedion, 3° and 3' (d. alw T, B9)' Adhe"n" 01 the ".
cei"d view locu' on the" p,,"g<" b"ao" they believe that
Hume', t"atment of the "mppe"ition" that the futn" will ,~
"mb" the pa" manif,"" a "eptical conc"n with the "temal

pmblem. They ,ightly point oot that Home condod" that
noith" demon","tive no' factoal "gument can ,ob,tantiate th;'
mp!"',ition. Noneth""" it mo" not be thooght that Home i,
"qo"ting a ,"tional jo,tification of the ,"ti" i"'titotion of in.
dodive "awning. Rathe<, h' i, ,imply "qo"ting a jo,tification
of the ,oppo,ition that th' fotu" will confo,," to the p"t. He
i"o" thi, teqo"t not in otd" to qo,"tion the i",titotion of
indo ction , even thoogh the in,titution can, of coo"e, plamiblj
be con",",d" ",ting on ,och a ptindp" of onifo,,"ity. Rathe<,
he issues the request in order to question the rationalistic assump-
tion that factual reasoning is characterized, at least in some
'""', by logical neco"ity. And thi, "qoe" expte"" tbe mb.
,tance of hb ,ceptical doob" conceming the ond""andirlg,
Mote pted,dy, Home "qo,"'" with ,,'ptical intent, only a jodiC
fication of the a"omption that the futute will be conlo,,"ab!"'"
th' p"t. H' doe' to b",ao" rationali"kallY indined tbinke~
mo,t a,;ome thi, or ,ome ,imifar p'indpk, " a "mediom," ,iJi
ord" to geoond ""it view that cao..l infe"nc" can be dt,wp;
with the lo"e of logical nece,;ity. Hum' i, me<dy "guing that
thi' ,,'omption i, onwa"anted, not tI,at the in,titotion 01ind""
tinn i, onwacr.nted. Nor i, h' attacking nther 0"" 01 the pr\t>,
dpk " a mediom. When the p,indpk i, ""um,d i' '!Ii!
o,dinary cou"e of indodive ""oning-" Hom'" own meth'9d;
ology in th' T"ati" teqoi".-he doe' not chall,"g' tWprl!li
dple. Of coo",, h' might have challenged the prindple id.th~
context, in which "" h' woold have bma,h,d the """"I~I

pmbl,m. He th'" woold have had tn pmvide ,ome gen",i\ I.'"
fication; but this, we have argued, is not his concern. .

Our overall condo,ion may ,till be ",i"cd. some will c!;ii\iJ
that our inte<p"tation i, toO p"adoxkal, it "em' to do viol¥1"i"
to the robo'tn'" and the in",iven'" of Hume" "critiq~e:'~
indudion. We would counte< by turning meh an obj"tiortjiit""!

I
11
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its own adherents: contrary arguments advanced by the received
view are appreciably more paradoxical and less compatible with
Hume's major philosophical objectives. Hume is the most in-
fluential and consistent figure in modern empiricism, and his
Treatise extols the empirical method from its Introduction to its

Appendices. It would be a truly extraordinary oversight were
he to bind himself to a procedure whose conclusions cannot be

given "rational justification of any kind" (Salmon) and to pro-
claim sceptically that it has "no rational and no empirical justi-
fication whatever" (Will).19

Kneale and Popper even argue that Hume-who wrote specifi-

cally to overcome the errors and methodological confusions in

previous philosophy-thought that no philosopher, himself in-
cluded, was able to overcome irrationalism. Popper and Will, in
addition, suggest that Hume considered his own philosophy to
have attained a level of conceptual rigor no higher than that of
animal faith-a stunning conclusion about the author of the

Dialogues and the Natural History of Religion, two books
where "reasoning" by animal faith is repeatedly reprimanded.
And surely the accounts by Bennett and Kneale will seem odd to

anyone familiar with Hume's discussion of superior degrees of
inductive evidence in the Enquiry and of proper inductive
analogy in the Dialogues-both of which conclude with the ob-
servation that "a wise man proportions his belief to the [induc-
tive] evidence" (EHU, See. 87; d. D, II). It would seem to us,
then, that the greater onus of proof is on these interpretations.
Each denies what Hume is most concerned to affirm: the induc-

tive method as used in science is the sole method for placing
philosophy on the road to well-grounded truth. We hasten to
add that our view is not, as one critic has suggested,2O that these
E-Iumescholars are themselves inconsistent in the very way they
have taken Hurne to be inconsistent. Our view is simply that they
mistakenly attribute inconsistency to Hume.

Ig.The claimthat Hume tried to erect his scienceon a sceptical foundation
th~tcouldnot bear the weight is found in J. A.Passmore,Hurne'sIntentions
(Cambridge:Cambridge University Press, 1952).p. 151. Noxon has argued,
correctlyin our view, that this attack would be correct if Hume held such
vie~s,buthe does not. Noxon, op. cit., p. 14.

~~.;SeeParush,op. cit., p. 9. For a reaction to these traditional interpreta-
tons as incredulousas our own, see Julius Weinberg, op. cit., pp. 95, 100,IO~.
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We conclude that the reconstruction of Hume's views pre-
sented in Argument II is incorrect, for it is based on the mis-
taken notion that Hume raises the external problem and argues
for a sceptical answer to it.

IV

We can now turn to an investigation of Argument I, where
Hume's commitment to standards for the resolution of internal

problems of justification assumes prominence. If the initial
premise of this argument is taken as a correct depiction of
Hume's views, it would be difficult not to attribute to Hum~ the
conclusion of Argument I: No inductive conclusion can be
justified rationally. But the first premise seriously misconstrues
Hume's position. The premise may be divided into two distinct
claims: (A) All factual beliefs are based solely on instinct; (B)
No factual beliefs are based on justifying reasons. Adherents of
the received view generally attribute (B) to Hume because they
hold that he argues for (A). But never does Hume argue that
factual beliefs are based solely on instinct. He does indeed main.
tain that all factual beliefs are based on instinct, but he also reo
gards some factual beliefs as additionally based on what are
today commonly called "justifying reasons."

We suggested in Section II and shall now argue (against the
received view) that Hume expressly commits himself, without
inconsistency, to what we would today call "rational inductive
procedures." Our argument consists in showing: (1) that there
are at least five prominent features of his philosophy that appeal
directly to a distinction between mere factual belief and justi-
fied factual belief and that provide criteria for distinguishing.
the two; (2) that Hume's commitment to these criteria is pe~~
fectly compatible with his psychological thesis that all factual De:
liefs are based on instinct.

1.Rume's Criteria of Justified Belief

First-as we argued in Chapter 1-Hume's section "Rules,br.,!
which to judge of causes and effects" (T, Liii.15) is expressly'de;
signed to provide inductive methods for justifying or eliminatiVg
causal beliefs. His intention is to "fix some general rul~sby
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which we may know when [am", and elf",,] "ally a" "," (T,
173). These Rules indicate that the correctness of causal in-
ference is a matter of objective support and does not depend on
custom or animal fai th or observers who acquire feelings of de-
termination. When judgment conflicts with errant imagination,
says Hume, we must observe "some general rules, by which We
ought to re~ulate OUrjudgment concerning causes and effects"
(T, 149; Our italics). Since satisfaction of the warranting condi-
aon, pmvid" all [he e,,;dence needed '0 verify ,"u,",1 "atemen",
"instinctual" feelings of expectation add nothing essential and
might even be misleading or mistaken (cf. Rule 6, 174 and also
149).

Semnd, Burne', aceoUnt "Of 'he pmbabili,y of chanc,," (T,
I.iii.ll) inquires Whether inductive arguments attain different

.degre" of e,,;deuce, "'me beiug ,uP"io, '0 othe". Be begin, by
suggestingthat We

di,Un""i," hum.. "">on intn theee kind" vi" 'hot f'"m knmo/Mg"
from proofs, and from prObabilities.By knowledge,I mean the assur-
ancearising from the [a prion] comparison of ideas. By proofs, those
arguments,which are deriv'd from the relation of cause and effect,and
whichare entirely free from doubt and uncertainty.By probability, that
evidence,which is stilI attended with uncertainty. (T, 124,first italicsours;d. EHU, VI, fn. I)

He go" on to a'gue that th"e exi", a "gcadation fmm pm!>
abiJia" to pmof," wl,ich i, in "many,"", iu"n'ible" (i.e., un-
detectable)even though i, i, ea,y to 'eo 'he "diffeconce betwix,
kind, of evidence" wheu Widely varying expeeieuce. and 'ype' 0/
generalization are Compared (T, 131; ct. Ef!U, Sec. 87). These
di"in"ion', Coupled with 'he "ction on Rul", pm,,;de Burne',
batk crite,ia fo, the ",oiu'ion of internal problem, 0/ ju"ifica-
"on, Note a"o 'hat in Ute above pa"age Flume veUtu", a be-
Hef",at ""CO a" two kind, of certaintY-knoWledge derived
fromthe nndec"auding 'hcougb deduc'ive "",oning and empiri-
calPMorndeeived /com 'he induc'ive inheuce, of the imagina.
"on, From Hume', pe"peetive, ,a'ionali", deny imagina'ion i"

'Ignifi,,", 'ole in knowledge (cf. De"art" and Spino,", e.g.)-Tbey
':"ngly imi" that U"COi, only one kind of certainty, and '"
mU'akenlyevalUate inductiou by standard, appcopria'e only '0
deduction.
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Third, in the important section "Of the probability of causes"

(T, I.iii.<,), IIume indkat" that whenever the ,ou'ce 01 'ome
event is secret, unobserved, or unkndWn, we should proceed on
the hypoth";' that the event ." a pattem 01 cau,,1 unifonnity,
even if we are disposed to believe otherwise (T, 132f; EHU, Sees.

47, fi7~' "Delibetation" i, "id pmp"ly to di'place "habitual
determinations" :

[In delib""'OO 1 we "mroon Iy "ke knowingly inw "n,id"ation the
contrariety of past events; we compare the different sides of the con-
trariety, and carefully weigh the experiments, which we have on each
side: ,<\Thencewe may conclude, that our reasonings of this kind arise
not directly from the habit, but in an oblique manner. (T, 133)

Hume recommends the application of his Rules in such circum-
stances and, contrary to Bennett's interpretation, explicitly de-

velops an account of hypotheses and "non-credulous, tentativ~,
intmogative p",diccion,'" .
The circumstance, on which the effect depends, is frequently in.
volved in other circumstances, which are foreign and extrinsic. The
"patatioo 0\ it ofteu "qoi'" ",eat atteO"on, aceu"'Y, and ,ubti1~;,
(EflU,S<c.84n) .

Fourth, Hume distinguishes between experientially or indue.
tively wdl-gtounded belie£' and tho" that ace pu,dy "tificiof"
associational. Inference-drawing, he says, is often "rash" and un,
ju,ti.ed by deeper ",pe,iene< (T, "3)' IIe "ceoun" 1°' th1,
phenomenon by attributing it to the diffccenee between wid":
varied acquaintance and limited acquaintance. The reflectivelife
of wide experience enables one to test customsand displace't).\~'
with more adequately grounded beliefs (T, 113, 133)' Huni~ie~:

p""" thi, point by ,"ying tbat me" belief pmduced by;'"
u",upp1emenced wo,king' 01 the imagination i, cap'icio",iUi!II
mu", be a..;,ted by the applkation of gcnetal cuI" 01 judK"'eij!

(T, '49)' Kemp Smith h" nicely captu"d IIume', m"nin~
flome', ",1 p"itioo i, not <hat ""tom (m habit) " ,ude ".iI>\iJ
it bat uo mann" 0\ "gbt to lay daim to any ,ode digni"..l~c~
expc"encc-and eu,wm only in w fat at it omln',", to and,i, \I>!
nut"me nf cxperience-wbieh it, and nogbt w be, the nltin>aten\i!lt
of appea1.21

". Nmm,n Kemp Sm"h. Th' Phi/oeoph, of l"oM If om' (Lond"">!"
millan, 1941), p. 382. ~
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It must not be thought that Hume's normative views in regard
to the justification and correction of belief come only as late
as the Rules section of the Treatise or in the superficial form of
an ad hoc appendix. Such standards prevail throughout his
philosophy. The Treatise is subtitled An Attempt To Introduce
the Experimental Method of Reasoning into Moral Subjects and
is intended as a whole to be an inductive science of human na-

ture. The Enquiry mirrors the Treatise in this regard and ap-
plies inductive standards in sections that take up new subjects-
most notably in the discussion of miracles. And the Dialogues
appeal to such standards throughout.

Fifth, Hume has an often overlooked but nonetheless instruc-

tive theory of education. He generally uses the word "education"
in so negative a way that it not only carries a force of disap-
proval but comes virtually to mean "indoctrination," In the
Treatise Hume says that the teaching of other people often
'~commands our assent beyond what experience will justify" (113)
and then comments that

. . . education is an artificial and not a natural cause, and as its

maxims are frequently contrary to reason [factual reason], and even
to themselves in different times and places, it is' never upon that
account recogniz'd by philosophers; tho' in reality it be built almost
on the same foundation of custom and repetition as our reasonings
from causes and effects. (T, 117; our italics)

By "recogniz'd" Hume means "assented to"; acceptance of the
maxims of education is nothing less than acquiescence to un-
critical assumptions. In his Natural History of Religion the fan-
cies and customs of primitive belief are called the "prejudices
of education" and are opposed to what we would today or-
dinarily call, and what Hume himself refers to as, rational in-

quiry.22 As we might expect, Hume opposes experience to edu-
cation and extols experience as the corrective of the dangers of
education.

2. The Compatibility of Psychological ExPlanation and
Rational Justification

011the basis of the above considerations, both the crucial first

'premise and the conclusion of Argument I seem plainly to be

~2,~romHume on Religion, ed. by Richard Woliheim (New York: Meridian
~pos of the World Publishing Co., 1964),pp. 31,96.
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mi"ep"""ntation,. Why. then. wonld anyone maintain that
Argument I actn,"tdy teComt""" an a,gument in Hu",e',
philowphyl The ju,tilication off"ed by adberen" of the ",.
teived view gen"allY tak" the following forn" ,inte for Hnme
all lactnal bdid' a'" b",ed ,oldy on in,tinct. and tbm not on
rational lacultie'. he bO' ,y'tematicallY exclnded all po"ibi1ity
that ,ncb beUeb conld be ba",d on ju"ilying ",",on" Tbi' in. I
terptetation wa; doqnently and unflatteringly exp""",d by J{>nt.
Rant', """"ment and that of the twentieth.tentnry philo'opbm
qnoted in thi' <hapt" load to the conclu,ion that d"pite any en.
dor",",ent Hume may give to indnctive "andardr. he i, not en.
titled to adopt them. In ,hort. Hnme', p,ycholog'/ commi" bi",
to premi'" (t) of Argument I. and thi'. in tnrn. commi" him to
the conclusion of Argument I'.

Thi, ",comtrnction might be acteptable il premi'" (t) wm
an accura" depiction 01 Hnme', view" Bnt it i, not. Hwne
never a,gu" that all factual beUd, are ba",d ,oldy on in,tinct.
To hi, way of thinking. it i, in no waY incon,i"ent that a given
factual heUd may be ba",d at once on both in"inct and jmtify.
ing re",on'. All lactnal belid' are ba",d on in,tinct; ,om<
{actnal belid, additionally ",ti'fy criteria that rend" them jmti.
lied. The lorm" th"" i' p,y<hological. tbe latt" epi,'eroologi.
cal. According to Hnme', p'ycholOg'/ all op'ration' 01 hn"'an
imagination are in"inctnal. Some conclu,ion, reacbed by
imagination (but not all) additionally rati'fy inductive cdteria
dedved lIom exten,ive ob",rvation and eXp'dente (1'. co8. t4~
"S). Hnme clearly believ" that rati,faction 01 th"e additiona)l
'p'cilicatiom i, a nete"aT)' condition of any jn,tilied factual
bdief (d. T. 84. 89. t73ff; EHU. Secr. 36n. 84n). A' previouslj
e"abli,hed. the imagination mn" often be ,npplomented or "".
retted by general rul" employed by the faculty of jndgroeot(li,
t47-49)' Thi' fatt promp" Hume to proclaim that one ""
re",on either "ju,tly and natUrally" or only "naturally" (li,
225£).

Finally. it ,hould be noticed that we are not arguing thit
Hume abandom bi' account 01 caural and !"YchOlOgicaidi\
termini,m, whereby exp'riente i, wv"eign. A' might be:."

pettcd of one who hold' a compatibili" account 01 IItedotn and'
doterminion, Hume lind' caural explanatiom compatible ."Ii
and not d""uctive of what we noW commonly call .."da"
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justifications." It is precisely this point that the received view
neglects, yet without understanding it one really cannot begin
to understand Hume's larger philosophical enterprise; including
his treatment of induction. Nor will it suffice to argue, as Bruce
Aune does, that Hume does have standards of rationality that
allow him to judge failures to use induction as irrational, but
that these standards themselves are "merely matters of custom."28
Here we must be careful in our use of the term "custom." If the
standards were merely customary, without reference to the logi-
cal criteria used to criticize customary formations of belief,
Hume could not hold the position we have sketched throughout
this section. Hume does of course have a naturalistic psychologi-
cal theory of the mind that explains the operation of the rules,
and to develop such a psychological theory while expounding a
logical theory may seem peculiar to modern philosophers. On
the other hand, both Arthur Pap and Frank Ramsey seem to take
precisely this approach in their work, including acceptance of
Hume's theory of habit.24

We conclude that the reconstruction of Hume's views pre.
sented in Argument I is incorrect, for it relies on the mistaken
notion that Hume considers all factual beliefs to be based solely
oninstinct and not on justifying reasons.

V

Anapproach to Hume's scepticism that may seem similar to ours
is the celebrated naturalistic interpretation of Norman Kemp
Smith,to whose authority we appealed only a few pages back.25
KempSmith's views have recently been buttressed in an imagina-
tive book by Barry Stroud. The hallmarks of their naturalistic

as. Bruce Aune, Rationalism, Empiricism, and Pragmatism (New York:
RandomHouse, 1970),p. 59.
a4,Frank Ramsey, The Foundations ot Mathematics, ed. R. B. Braithwaite
.(London: Kegan Paul; New York: Harper, 1931), pp. 196f; Arthur Pap,
"DispositionConcepts and Extensional Logic," in Minnesota Studies in the
PhilosoPhyof Science, ed. H. Feigl, et al. (Minneapolis: University of Min-
nesotaPress, 1958),p. 220; and also Arthur W. Burks, Chance, Calise, Reason
(Chicago:Universityof Chicago Press, 1977),pp. 616-18.
~. Kemp Smith, The Philosophy of David Hume and "The Naturalism of

ume,"Mind n.s. 54 (1905), pp. 149-73, 335-47.
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inte<pretation a<e the acceptance, but minimi",tion, of IIume',
<ceptid,m, conjoined with a eonception of hi, Ia<gec ente<pri"
'" that of providing ,dentihc cau..1 explanation' of mental
and mo,"1 pbenomena, a ,dence that IIume u"d to ehallenge
catiooal;,tk metaphy<k'. They attempt to «but the ovecly
,ceptkal intecp'etati"n, of Thom'" Reid, Thoma, IIill Green,
and others.26 Stroud claims to have produced "a more system-
atk and mo« con,i,tent natu,ali,tk inte,pcctation" than
K=p Smith'" but nonethele" acknowledge' hi' deep indebted.
ne<' to that commentato,. They hnd common gwund in the
view tbat IIume', thought ha< i" ,O0" in the «ientihc wo,k of
Newton and the philo,ophical wock of F,"nd' IIutchewn." A<
their conclusions are superficially in agreement with our own
and are important in their own right, their arguments must now
be considered.

Stroud and Kemp Smith regard Hume's philosophy as "a

systematic generalization of Francis Hutcheson's views on aes',
thetiC' and mo,"""'" In IIutche<oo" 'y,tcrn of philo,ophy, morn!
and aesthetic judgments are based on our natural capacity to
feel ccrt.un "ntimen", quite independently of «awning ""d,
«fteetion. Con,i"ently invoking thi' backgwund, K=P Smith
a<gOe<that "IIume', philowphY i, not fundamentally ,ceptirnl:
it is positive and natUralistic, and. . . humanistic in tell'
dency."29 Yet he also sees Hume as defending the epistemq}
logical view that "Reawn i, and ought to be ,ubocdinate to o\rl!
natural beliefs," where belief is understood as a passion, feeling;
0' "ntiment.'" Th"e belief' ate not ac" 01 l<Dowledgeot W
ftective in,ight'; ,athe< they a« ,ub,"tional pa"ion, fu<ed.~
the comtitution of uUt natote. Indeed, Kemp Smith ",g.,e,i
that th,ough IIutch"on, IIume came to the view that jndg)
men" of knowledge them,elve< te" on feeling, and not on,!,hi.
in'igh" eithe< of reawn oc of empirical ",idence." J\eC'UOj
«a,on i, thu' to "",e "tietly "in the ""ke of feeling ..~

.,. RempSmi"'. "N,<unli,m:' pp. "off; The Phil~oph7 of "",;d """..
W.7~' .
'7. RempSm'" "'" ,'~ cwoinRuena'" ",,"n",117 wmingin",j~
Rict. The Philosophy at David Bume, pp. 73ft'.
28. Barry Stroud, Bume (London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1977),PitO1!

29, Kemp Smith, The Philosophy at David Bume, p. 155.
3°. Ibid., pp. uf, 44.
31. Ibid., pp. 13,44, 86f.
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instinct," Kemp Smith regards Humean causal inference as
merely "so-called causal inference"; it turns out "not to be
inference at all." It is causally conditioned in belief, "not logi-
cally or evidentially conditioned."s2

There is, [Hume] argues, no such thing as causal inference. When the
mind passes from an idea or impression of one object to that of
another, it is the imagination which is operating, not the understand-
ing. It is custom and not reason, habit and not evidence, which is at
work.ss

Inevitably, says Kemp Smith, Hume is led

scepticism" as the necessary supplement to
teaching.34

Stroud has brought this general interpretation still closer to
the concerns of our volume:

In Hume's hands the denigration of the role of reason and the corre.
sponding elevation of feeling and sentiment is generalized into a total
theory of man. Even in the apparently most intellectual or cognitive
spheres of human life, even in our empirical judgments about the
world and in the process of pure ratiocination itself, feeling is shown
to be the dominant force. . . .

Hume usually looks first for the "foundation in reason~' of the
. beliefs and attitudes he examines, and only after demonstrating that
they have none does he then proceed to his positive causal explanation
of their origin. . . . [Yet] virtually nowhere does he argue that a

particular belief or attitude is unjustifiable, unreasonable, or without
rational foundation because it is simply caused in such-and-such a way
by discoverable features of our minds and the world.35

Naturally we find the concluding sentences in this quotation

congenial. Stroud admirably appreciates the fact that Hume's

Sustained attack on reason is largely an attempt to discredit his-

82;Kemp Smith, "Naturalism," pp. 151£ (d. 164 and 166), 372.
88. Kemp Smith, The Philosophy of David Hume, pp. 375, d. 35°. Contrast
the strange interpretation in "Naturalism," pp. 171, 173.
84nKemp Smith, The Philosophy of David Hume, pp. 130-32, 378. In "Na-
tUralism" Kemp Smith seems to argue the still more nontraditional view
Jhatbecause certain factual beliefs are natural they are "thus removed be-
yondthe reach of sceptical doubts" (p. 152) and that "Hume is thus no
scepticas to the powers of reason, but quite positive that its sole function

\~:rac.tical" (p. 155). Yet, as he states Hume's position, it is one sceptical of
~chon (p. 162), and more sceptical than necessary (p. 168).

,85,' Stroud; op. cit., pp. 1Of, 15.

to a "moderate
his naturalistic

.
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torically influential views about human nature and rationality
from Aristotle to the Continental Rationalists. He sees the
substance of this challenge as Hume's "revolutionary" view. But
the first few lines of Stroud's statement repeat the errors of
the received interpretation. Moreover, he goes on to argue that
Hume rejects reason entirely as the source of inductive infer.
ences, thus leading to his "most famous sceptical result." "And,"
says Stroud, "there is no doubt that it was meant to be scepti.
cal."S6 Nonetheless, he argues, Hume does not stop with scepti.
cism, for he integrates his theory of imagination into his experi.
mental, naturalistic study of human nature, so as to show that
induction is based on the imagination. On these grounds Stroud
erects a broad naturalistic interpretation that sees Hume's nega.
tive purpose as a sceptical argument "directed against the claims
of a certain traditional conception of reason or rationality" and
his positive argument as consisting in the larger Newtonian
purpose of the Treatise.s7

There are several flaws in the interpretation offered by Kemp
Smith and Stroud. We shall here concentrate on Kemp Smith's
statement, because it is the bolder and more extensive of the
two. Our general line of argument, however, applies as well
to Stroud as to Kemp Smith.

Consider Kemp Smith's general interpretation of Hume's ac-
count of causal inference:

,
Ii ',ii'

Hume's teaching [is] that judgments of causal connexion express
not insight but only belief, resting not on the apprehension of anYI
relation (other than mere sequence), but on a feeling or sentimentjn~
the mind.s8

.'
~"

'j'. The italicized words echo the mistakes of the received view: and!!
though it harbors the critical issue, the parenthetical qualifi.,
cation is brushed aside throughout Kemp Smith's work. Our
claim is that a proper interpretation of Hume's views on, the
relation of sequence or constant conjunction, together with an
understanding of the section on rules in the Treatise, provides
sufficient grounds for concluding that Hume did not consider

I
' !. ~

f' j Ii'

~, " .',
0' , :II'

.. "
)

IA,/
'

,!"
,I.

N 36. Ibid., p. 52.
37. Ibid., p. 60. Cf. 9-15, 53,68. "

38. Kemp Smith, The PhilosoPhy of David Hume, p. 44 (italics added).,Cf.
Stroud's somewhat more cautious statements, op. dt., pp. 69, 76f, 9R.
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causal inference to be based merely on CUstom and belief. This

int"p'et"ion may be "en.. a con'i"ent development of Kemp
Smith's useful distinction between Custom and experience. Had
Kemp Smhb PU,"ued tbe notiou of "p"'ien", futtb", he might
have COme to terms with HUme's view of the rational assess-
ment of evidence. But it is precisely l1ere that Kemp Smith's
interpretation founders, for like others who regard Hume as a
sceptic about induction, Kemp Smith claims that Hume lacks
a tlleory of evidence. And this, we have argued, he most cer-
tainly does not lack. Kemp Smith is also led by his interpretation
to the mistaken view that there is no factual knowledge for
Hume,,in" it i, "P'OP"'y 'peaking" m"e opinion." Kemp
Smidt ",h" upon the dattic pattage, fo, 'he "eptical int"p".
"tion of Hume-,uch " 'he P"..ge in the Ab","c' that ptO.
d,im, "'Ti, no', the"fo", ""on which i, tl" judge of me,
but custom" (A, 16)-and concludes that factual belief is a
matter of "brute necessity for which there is no evidence what.
ever except its OWn Psychological compulsiveness; and that, of
<ou,"e,i, no' evid,ne, " all."" On, di'>gtcement eonld tC"cely
bemore complete.

WJ"n K'mp SmWt eonftOnt, the ittue that, he agte" with n"

i, "the critical point in Hnme', atgomen t"-vi,. how "nly
causals~quences are to be distinguished from apparently causal
sequences-he again turns to Hutcheson for a clue to HUme's
solution.(Stroud denies that Hume makes this distinction at al141
-a problem we treat in Chapter 4.) Hume argues the Hutche-
"nian line, 'cro'ding to Kemp Smith, that one mn" look ;n
the ob"""", fO! the ,n,w". The" one find, the imp"ttion 01
necessity,and it is this impression that turns the merely uniform
in', the can"J." Kemp Smitb h"e "pe", the mi'Iake We
identifiedin Ch'pt" , "galding hi, view, ahon, Hnme', two
dtfinition,. FnnltettnOte, hi, ;nte'p"IaHnn i, " odd, with th,
Ifume", "'" di"ntted in the P"vion, ""ion, 01 'hi, chapte,.
Ife fail, '0 "pi';n tlte pte"n", of the "ction on ""e"-which
S'roud'1'0 "peatedly igno""-'nd negle", Hnme', di"uttion,

.. """p 8mi".,The Phit","Phy"{n""'d H"me, p. ,6. C"n'rn" "N"urn'.
Ism," p. 165.

,.. ."'p 8m;,",The PhitW,,/>hy"{n""'d H"me, p. ,6 ("ilia In "1"",)
41.Stroud,op. cit., pp. 66, 93-95.

42.KempSmith, The PhilosoPhy of David HI/me, p. 48.
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of how custom and imagination are to be corrected when caus-
ality i, attributed to uoilonn "queuc," through a mi,takeo
belief accompanied by a feeling of necessity. Again, it appears
as though Kemp Smith correctly graspS the distinction between
custom and broad experience, but does not link experience to
factual reasoning in the way Bume does. StroUd appends the
observation that, for Bume, "the repeated observation of similar

pheoomena p"dud" ou' thinking 01 them" occu"ing tog"b"
merely coincidentally."43 This strained interpretation is without
the slenderest foundation in Bume's text. On the contrary, Hume
exhibits a keen sensitivity to the importance of inductive reo
straint and the application of rules in the face of custom and
accidental conjunction. This much even Kemp Smith seems to
have appreciated. (We return to a fuller treatment of this issue in
Chapter 4.)

The shortcomings of the Kemp Smith interpretation are.
Imthe< "fleeted in hi, account of "expericnce in the nonnau'"
sense" in Hume's philosophY, He acknowledges that Hume ohem
wishes to correct custom in order to identify habits and beliefs
that are reliable and beneficial. Hume, he says, even "concedes,
that not all regularities are reliable, that not all customs are
good cu"om'," and '0 can, upon ""BeetiV' powc,," of ,,~,,~
inf"cnce to dhtiogui,b tm1y cau,.1 hom accidental unilo,..!.
ti,," Kemp Smith "cogoi," that thi, tendency in Hume', tei1,
i, at odd.' with bi' owo inte'p"cauon, hut thi, vari.'" R.

attribute' to Hume" "exce"ive emph..i, upoo cu"oco" io th~
eady "cuon, of the neat;"." He offe" the ext<ao,din"'Ji""
te'p",ation that in tbo" ",Iy "cuoo' Hume thinb "beUe(/j
a" neithe< tme 00' fal", becau" they ,imply occur or dOiJi>'.
occu,," Late' io the text, be propo"" expmence becom"t1Otl!
reflective and normative of what we ought to believe.46

Fol1owing oU' int"p"tauon of the text, by contI"',. in..,

". sooud, op. dt.. p. 93, ","ud', int~p"tution w," ,n'iap"" ...a!..
i",ed by JU"U"Weinh",. op. dt., pp. ", Anequallyunr~,"na" p,,",""
= nr ","ud" ;n"'P"""on i, H. A. P",haro', all,god p",p"",,;~
Hum" "Th'" ;S no ,u,h thin, '" beli"io, ,ume<hin, [~ , bad""""
Kuowl,d" ond Pe",ption (O,'O'd' OXlu,d Uni,,~i<Y P,,"", '9");'~"'"
44. Kemp Smith, The Philosoph)'of David Hurne, pp. 382-88.
45. Ibid., p. 387.
46. Ibid., p. 388.
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is no significant difference between the early and later parts of
the Treatise. The problem lies not with Hume; it lies with
Kemp Smith. He fails to understand that only the rationalistic
sense of reason is under attack and that custom must be cor-

rected by reflection and scientific inquiry in Hume's constructive
work throughout the first book. Kemp Smith and Stroud rightly
interpret Hume in light of his Newtonian and naturalistic goals,
but they do not see that the way Hume understands these very

goals-as entailing careful inductive practices-undermines their
interpretation of his text. To maintain that for Hume, causal
inference is "not logically or evidentially conditioned," is to
disregard both the general conclusions of his philosophy and the
methodology employed in arriving at those conclusions. Most

especially Kemp Smith misunderstands how Hume uses "reason"
when he is not attacking the notion in its rationalistic sense.
This contention deserves further analysis.

Hume repeatedly appeals to the need for what he calls "accu-
rate and just reasoning" (EHU, Sec. 7) in metaphysics, in order
to distinguish science from popular superstition. He laments
that "eloquence" rather than "reason" has won the prize in past
debates in philosophy (T, xviii). The goal of deliberate factual

reasoning is the one he sets for himself in the first Enquiry, just
as a Newtonian investigation of human nature is the proclaimed
goal of the Treatise. He links reason directly to the "experience
and observation," involving "careful and exact experiments,"
that constitute the method of inquiry in the Treatise (xviii-xxiii).
Reason is the faculty that permits inference from the observed
to the unobserved (T, 155). His use of the terms "reason" and

"reasoning" in these contexts goes unmentioned by Kemp Smith
and Stroud, and indeed it has largely been ignored by genera-
tions of Hume scholars. Yet Hume praises this inductive sense
of!"reasoning," apparently never supposing that his standard
senseof the term could be confused with the rationalistic sense
soconstantly under attack.

Throughout his work Hume attributes a sweeping and con-
structiv~ role to inductive reason: "We infer a cause immedi-

atelYfrom its effect; and this inference is not only a true species
ofjr~aso~ing,but the strongest of all others" (T, g6n). Reason is
saIdtoCbe the faculty whereby we may correct inaccuracies in
s£Qso~yexperiences, in beliefs, and in the passions (T, 4I3f, 416,

af
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S831EHO, SeL "7' EPM. Se'" '37. '43. ,85. '34~' A' pall
Ardal has painstakingly shown in his work on Bume's theory of
reason and the passions, reason (understood within Bumean
naturalism) would in our modern vernacular properly be in-
"'p",,d "' the vi,tue of heing "awnahle-a view ultimately
tied to Bume's ideal observer account of morality, according to
which moral agents must assume a universal and objective point
of view.47 Moreover, Bume's rules of inductive inference are
said to constitute "the LOGIC1 think pre per to employ in any
reasoning" (T, 175)' Although instinct, feeling, and belief lead
to unreliable expectations, these can be rendered more accurate

hy cau,,1 «awning (T. n. '9~' In the ..ctinn "Of the """,n 01
animals," Bume argues that beasts, like men, are capable of
using their "reasoning faculties" for ends that exhibit "extraor-
dinary instances of sagacity," which in tUrn can be understood,
hy "k"n'" to h"adth 01 oh..",ation and expedence at miling
camal inle"n"" (T. '7(;-"). When he late< "tum' to thi' mbl.

ject in the fi"t Enquiry. whe<e ",,"oning" wnceming c.m"'.
and effects is under consideration, he ponders the criteria that'
di,tingD"h a geniu, Imm a hmte. ,in'" "men w much ,mp,.

I

animals in reasoning." Be argues that this distinction arises
because humans formulate rules of induction, broaden expe&
ences by the use of language, carefully distinguish causes from
me" condition'. and "Uectivcly gendali" thmugh experi_,;r
reasoning (EBU, Sec. 84n; d. T, 131).

The po,ition Hume evc<ywhm advocate< i, that om ide" ",di
beliefs are the products of our natUral constitution. Theposi:
tion he nowhere takes (at least consistentlyor in detail) is KempJ
Smith', inte'1'"tation that "awn i' ,imply an imtintfu.11
laculty. Tme. Hume i' led hy hi, goal 01natumli,tic «pl"""""
to "y that "awn" the ,lave 01 the pa."ion' (T. 4'5) and.a,,"i!j!
,tinct in ou' 'oul" (T. '79)-p"",ge, ..ired upon by s"ond",.jI
Kemp Smith.'" But in the.. "me page< he ,ay'. e.g., thaf .,!!~
,on i, nothing but the di,covery of" camal connection.cr,At4)/
When he di,cu""" the COITectivelunction 01 cau..l «,.,n;~,"~'

47,p'1l S. Md,l. "Somc1mp""tium ut 'he Vi"uc o! R""""t!""",~
Hume's Treatise," in Livingston and Ring, eds., op. cit., PP' 91-108.
,8. Sec"wud. 01'.cit. pp. n. 77' KempSm"h. "N,w,ti1m." pp:~"C""
34" ,od ,J,o J. L. M,ck;'. Hum'" Mm"! Theory (Looduo,R"dc4'"
Regan Paul, 1980), PP' 52f, 60.

n,
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contrasted with a psychological explanation of its basis, he
sharply distinguishes reason from passions and instinct, which
reason both corrects and guides. Causal reasoning and probable
reasoning are explicitly cited for this role (T, 73, 103, 459).

Hume certainly holds that we have natural tendencies to

factual beliefs, but he does not say that any belief is true because
we are caused to embrace it by our passions or feelings. To be
sure, Hume continues to be interpreted, along Kemp Smith's
line, as concluding that "true belief is just belief in which the
feeling of conviction occurs appropriately." But, as even this
commentator-W. H. Walsh-admits, "Hume never does this ex-

plicitly."49 Again following Kemp Smith, Walsh maintains that
the "Hutchesonian account of moral and aesthetic judgments"

applied to Hume's matter of fact reasoning leads naturally to
this conclusion. But Hume's theories of both truth and certainty
are not based on or exhausted by this psychological theory of
belief, and are therefore not reducible to subjectivism in the
wayWalsh suggests.

In this regard Hume is to be distinguished from his own con-
temporary critics, such as Thomas Reid, who is often taken as a
leading defender of reason against Humean scepticism. Reid and
his commonsense contemporaries held that what must unavoid-
ably be believed must be true (and in some cases must be true
with certainty). Reid held as well that we are entitled to accept
without proof certain foundations of knowledge that are neces-
saryto our constitution.5O Reid supports his conclusions with an
account of our natural constitution; there is no appeal to reason.
Hume did not acc~pt such views about truth and knowledge,
and his experience-based account is neither sceptical nor natural-
istic in the ways so typical of his Scottish contemporaries. For
bothHume and Reid, of course, any judgments reached through
principles of human nature are believed because constitutive

features of our nature compel belief. But for Hume beliefs un-
avoidably generated by the constitution of our nature are not

t11erebycertain or true. Truth is independent of human thought,

49"W"H. Walsh, "Hume's Concept of Truth," in Reason and Reality,
RoyalInstitute of Philosophy Lectures, Vol. 5 (London, 1972), p. 112.
50i'SeeReid's Essa)Is on the Intellectual Powers of Man, ed. Baruch Brody
(Cambridge,Mass.: M.LT. Press, 1969), esp. Essay VI, Chapters IV and VI,

,PP;596,654-55.
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and it is the business of reason to search after it. In Bume's

philomphy tht ,"opt of ceamn tncomp>"'"' "tht inftning of
mattcr of fad" (T, 463, and linktd to pwbahlc ceamning at 4'3),
Hi, gtn,,"1 po,ition on "nth i. coMi"tnt wi'h thi. account of I
reason, for he maintains that truth is an agreement "either to
the real relations of ideas, or to real existence and matter of fact"

(T, 45B; al,o EHU, Ste" 3°' '3" EPM, Ste. '37)' "Truth i, of
twO kinds, consisting either in the discovery of the proportions
of ideas, consider'd as such, or in the conformity of our ideas of
ohjt." to thdt ceal "i"tnee" (T, 448), Tht nottoative rul.. fot
judging cau'" and tfftd' ace oUt tooj, fot di,"oveting ceal
existence, and thus are the means for replacing belief with
knowledge (T, 173)'

Bume uses a confusing variety of terms to describe this func-
tion of "reason." "Inference" and "understanding" are among
the more frequent substitutes. Whatever the word selected, the
function referred to remains constant in Bume's philosophy:
reason (or inference or understanding) is the faculty that judges!
of truth; the constitution of our nature may determine our be:
litf., hut t",th i. not detcrmined thecehy, and helief. maYkili
way. he tationally .on"ted; out helit£, ace trut if and onli,if
thty COIT"pond to tht way tht wodd h; no htlief h trut b~ ,
"u" wt bdievt it, That alont i' tht Hum"n philo,ophy; '" .
htlief and trutb, It i, coMi,ttnt with natutalhm and dtttrtOi~
ism, but it is a correspondence theory not exhausted by them.

Ktmp Smith, thtn, rightly tmpb>"i"" the nottoative tott <>I
cAu,,1 ,,>"oning fot Humt; ht ,imply fail' to "t i" cr!tk~'

plact in tht vetY foundation. of Humt'. tntetpri", A' B"b,",' '
Wintt" h" ceetUtly "gutd, any univo,,1 "ading of "",...\t)'
and "ceawning" in Humt', wo<k will fail to account fotmitj(j!i
,"dion' of bi, wotk and will di,toct hi, ovttall philo,ophi"!
entetpri", yet a nonunivo.al vitw i, petftetly compatibl<dri\li
a cadi tal intetpcetatiou of hi, natucali,m." Out nonunivo<ol\i!\

I,

,.. ""b'" wi","', "Hum' ou R"oou," "um' 5Iwli" , ('97'\' pp,'~'
Wiutern',v'ew ,uff,", how,,'" "om a'tep'"u<' of th' ,,~d"eroPs.!J!!!>
'bd, ,ha' in ~awniug w, nev" h'" good0' jn,dn,d ~,w" """""
lid, (d. pp, ",3')' I' mayhe th,' 'h,n '" at la" th~, -, ot"~
'n Hum', but it i, imp""ible tn uud",eaud fu, ",I" oc~iou,.,j\""
p"" 01Hom'" wo,k .part "om wh" .emp Smi<h,tghdy "", """",,-
tivesense.
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terpretation has the virtue of rendering consistent what would
otherwise be literally thousands of textual inconsistencies, ones
which must otherwise be attributed to Hume's sloppiness and
ambivalence. At the same time, our interpretation makes sense
of both Hume's critical and his constructive tasks.

VI

In the preceding sections we have attempted to controvert the
received view of Hume's treatment of induction, as typified in
the writings of Will, Kneale, Popper, Penelhum, and Bennett,
and as modified J;>yKemp Smith and Stroud. In recent years

perhaps the most sustained interpretation of Hume's "inductive
scepticism" has been that advanced in D. C. Stove's lucid book,
Probability and Hume's Inductive Scepticism.52 This more ex-
tended interpretation of Hume is directly opposed to ours, and
we must now see what lies at the bottom of our disagreement.

In general, Stove takes Hume's view to be that inductive argu-
ments do not even render their conclusions probable, for evi-
dence gained from experience never increases the likelihood that

empirical arguments are true. His instrument for analyzing
Hume's "sceptical" argument is a version of the theory of logical
probability. Stove construes "Hume's inductive scepticism" as
resting on the following philosophical claim (34, 35):

(I)'AII predictive-inductive inferences are unreasonable.

He then expresses this statement's purport in the following
formal terms (64, 6 I):

(I') For all e and h such that the argument for e to h is induc-
tive, P(h,e.t) = P(h,t).

Here the form P(A,B) is translatable as "the logical probability
of A, given B" and is to be understood above as "the degree of
conclusiveness of the argument from e to h" [e stands for state-
ments of evidence and h for hypothesis, following Carnap (8f);
and the propositional variable t takes only tautological values
((5)]. !his construal (I') is a position of absolute probabilistic

5t'.Stove,op. cit. In this section all references placed in parentheses are to
thisbook,

,.
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i",levan<", ,in" it effectivoly a""" that, loe the da" 01 all
statements satisfying this form, the probability of e in no way
affec" the (pdoe) peobability 01 h (wbeee ndth" h noe -h i, en.
tailed by e).53

Stove argues that this inductive scepticism folloWs from two
othee po,ition, he believ" flnme bold (eo6), one explicitly and
one implidtly in tl" loem 01 a mppe""d peemi.,. Fie"" Stove
thinks Bume explicitly embraced "inductive fallibilism." Stove
formulates this notion as followS (where "valid" strictly means
"i" peemi" 10gi",lly impli" i" wndu,ion," '" in deducuve
logie, and wheee "to judge it invalid i, to offinn that p(A,B) < t"
(13)1:

(2) All predictive-inductive inferences are invalid.

Claim (2) is then translated into the following notation (64):

(,~ Foe all e" e" and h ,uch that the "gument leom e, to ft
is inductive ancl e'2 is observational, p(h,e1.t) < 1 and I

p(h,el.e2.t) < 1.

Thi' loemulation effectively "y' that in the ea" 01 peedietiffi
inductive inferences, the addition of observational evidence e2~
cannot "ea" a peobabiJity 01 " and hen" ,uch inleeen'" '"
alway' invalid."' That ;" inductive eea",ning, no mattee h"'!
well ,upportcd, mu", eemain deductively invalid, " there is.'

peemanent po"ibility of labity. Stove think, flume eeliedn<i\'
only upon thi, daim, but al", on a ,uppe".,d peerol", whieb.
Stove clubs "deductivism":

(3) All invalid arguments are unreasonable.

Deducuvi,m i, thu' the view that no "gument eation,lly de.'
fi" a wndu,ion nnl'" the inleeco" to i" cond",ion ;" &.

ducuvoly valid. Thi' daim i, abo given a loemal ,tatement (64)"

(g~ Foe all e and ft, ,uch that the ,egument £,come to ~ {"M
valid, P(h,e-t)::::P(h,t).

53,"".e "",gni'" "" probablli'"'i~\ewo~, el. bi' "Hvm"".,,""
Principle, and Kemp Smith," Burne swdies 1 (1975), pp. 6-8.

54, Som' u~tvl "pao,i"", 10 ,bi, a""vol "I ind","" {,Jlibil.,.,'~
{"nnd in "".e', "Wby 5h"v1<lp,obability Be ,b, enide of Li~i" in Ll!\!!!,
noo ...d Rin" ed,., op. "t.. pp. 5,,-"8. "p<",1Iy Se<"~ n. S,,",' """
different glossesare found in Penelhum, op. cit., pp. 51ff.

"

!
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Stove argues that each of these three statments is logically inde-

pendent, but that the first follows validly from the second and
the third. He then goes on to produce a "valid" argument (68£)
to show that the third is false, and hence that "Hume's inductive

scepticism" (I) is false, even though inductive fallibilism (2) is
true and significant.

There are at least two ways to show that Stove's contentions
are mistaken. The first is to attack his translations of 1-3 to 1'-3'
as incorrectly comprehending the English language meaning of

1-3 (independent of Hume's meaning). Stove has his own no-
tion of probability, and it is controversial whether he succeeds
in demonstrating the adequacy of his translations. This strategy,
however, should be taken up by those interested primarily in the

theory of logical probability, and it is therefore beyond the
scope of our present discussion. T!le second way to attack Stove
is to challenge the adequacy of 1-3 as interpretations of Hume's
text or to attack 1'-3' as inadequate translations of Hume's

meaning if he held 1-3. We will not bother to consider 1'-3'
here-though we are highly doubtful that Stove's translations
into the notation of logical probability are adequate in any of
the three cases. Instead, we will show that Stove's argument is
short-circuited at a much earlier and more fundamental point,
viz., his claim that Hume held I and 3. By controverting this
claim, we shall also undercut J. L. Mackie's critique of Hume's
account of causal inference, as it appears in the first chapter of
The Cement of the Universe, for that critique-like Penelhum's
-is erected almost entirely on the foundations of Stove's argu-
ment.

If the analysis of the first four sections of this chapter is correct,
it. is clear that Hume does not hold 3 (deductivism), or any-
thing remotely like it; but if he does not hold 3, then Stove's
"valid" deduction of 1 from 2 and 3 is forestalled. We have also
given independent reasons for thinking that Hume does not
hold I (inductive scepticism). The interesting question is: On
what textual evidence do Stove and Mackie rely in order to as-
sert that Hume does hold 3 (deductivism) and 1 (inductive
scepticism)?Surprisingly, they advance very little in the way of
textual evidence, despite their abundant textual citations in
other contexts (d. 5, 34-37, e.g.). We say surprisingly because
Stove in particular explicitly asserts that analysis of the text

u
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itself is the sole basis for deciding between his and other interpre-
tations (15)'

So far as we are able to reconstruct Stove's rationale for at-
tributing 1 and 3 to Hume, it is the following: He says that
"Hume only ever gave one argument." He then proceeds to dia-

g<am thi, ,in~k "gument, «lying heavily on an int"p",ation
of the many passages in Hume that resemble the (previously
cited) one from the Enquiry: "nor is it by any process of rea-
soning, (that we are1 engaged to draw this (inductive1 inference"

(EHU, See. 35)' Stove takes these passages to be a close para-
ph,a" of the T"ati" ('1'. '39)' "Even aft" we have had ex-
perience of the appropriate constant conjunction, it is not rea-
son (but custom, etc.) which determines us to infer the idea

(e.g. of heat) ",om the imp«"ion (e.g. of Rome)" (3')' In hb
book, Stove translates this statement to mean" All predictive-
inductive inferences are unreasonable" ("Hume's inductive scep-
ticism," or 1 above), and in his later Hume Bicentennial Ad-
dress55 he says it also means "that we cannot learn even from

experience."
Though Stove makes not a single reference to Hume's text in]

order to justify this translation, he does give the following argu'
ment for it: Hume's statements about "reason" may appear to
be p'yehological daim, concerning a mental faculty. But thOj.
do not so function in his text, for his interest is logical and\
evaluative, not psychological:

[Hume] a~"" logico.phil",opb',"l tin'" in the goi" ol """'...
about the constitution of the human mind. . . . (They are1 evaluative,
in some sense, of a certain class of inferences (viz. predictive-indudive
ones). Not just any evaluation would do, of course. For there can"bej
no doubt that Hume intends by (his inductive scepticism1 an extreI1leW;~
unfavourable evaluation of the inferences which are its subject. (33)56

No hutb" textual dtatio", "e ma"halled to ,up!""t tbiiiU,
tcrp",ation. If it be ..ked why Stove to ",ongly believes",Ii'f,
Hume intend, . . . an ""emely unfavomabk evaln~clonoC

[inductive] inf"enee,," the following i, the only "plaMri"""
be found:

50, D. c. 5<ove."The N",ure of Hume" s~ptie"m;' MeGill go"" ..i!ii"
(San Diego: Austin Hill Press, 1979), p. 220.
56. Cr. ,"° 5<ove."Hume, the C""~I Priuciple, aud Kemp Sm"';' Piii~
21.
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flume certainly thought of himself as having advanced, about in-
ductive inferences, some proposition of a sceptical kind; of a kind, that
is, whidl is shocking to common beliefs, and unfavourable to men's
retensions to knowledge. Nearly all ofHume's readers must also have

~ought that he did so. I shall therefore take this point as granted.

(27;d. 38)

On the basis of this and similar passages, it appears that Stove
merely assumes that Hume is a sceptic, and uses the theory of

logical probability to exPlain in what his scepticism consists. 57
But if the argument in earlier sections of the present chapter is
correct, then Stove's entire enterprise, as an account of Hume,
is beside the point. It evades begging the question only by asking
the entirely different question, "Is probabilistic inductive scep-
ticism (a view not held by Hume) a sustainable philosophical

position?"
More importantly, it is possible to locate precisely where

Stove goes wrong. His fatal assumption is that for Hume "rea-
son" governs the process of induction in a way that forces Hume
to conclusions 1 and 3 above. That is, Stove thinks that Hume's
use of "reason" is such that he holds both deductivism and, de-
rivatively, inductive scepticism. This assumption permits Stove
to claim that inductive scepticism (I) follows from deductivism

(3) and inductive fallibilism (2). We have previously shown,
however,that Hume does not intend "reason," in these contexts,
to denote factual reasoning at all, but rather to apply only to
demonstrative reasoning. The implications for Stove's argu-
ment are the following. On one construal of deductivism, Hume
is a deductivist. He does believe that "all invalid arguments are
unreasonable," which for him strictly means that such arguments
are the products of the faculty of the imagination, not of rea-
SOI1Iand hence are nondemonstrative. It follows validly from this
understanding of deductivism and from inductive fallibilism that
"All predictive-inductive inferences are unreasonable" in the

senseof not being the products of demonstrative rationality.
BUt;paceStove's account of Hume's use of "reason," Hume's
argumentsare not in general evaluative; they are evaluative only

~tS.t9vedescribeshis method in preciselythese terms in his "The Nature of
I!Ult\e'sScept

" " I h
.

If)
.

,. IClsm.n t IS paper (pp. 213 he also cites other Hume pass-

agrmsupportof his interpretation. However, these citations are mere page
,It erences,not interpretations of the text.
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of the rationalistic use of "reason." So while Hume does hold all

the premises attributed to him by Stove, nothing follows in reo

gard to his being an inductive sceptic, for the simple reason that
he is not discussing or critically evaluating inductive reason.58

One striking feature of Stove's interpretation is that it is not

supported by the very text Stove says is the "version" of Hume's
analysis "to which my account of the argument corresponds most
closely" (30), viz. the Abstract account:

It is not any thing that reason sees in the cau~e, which makes us
infer the effect. Such an inference, were it possible, would amount to
a demonstration, as being founded merely on the comparison of ideas;
But no inference from cause to effect amounts to a demonstration. Of
which there is this evident proof. The mind can always conceiveany
effect to follow {rom any cause, and indeed any event to follow upon
another: whatever we conceive is possible, at least in a metaphysical
sense: but wherever a demonstration takes place, the contrary is impos.
sible and implies a contradiction. There is no demonstration, therefore,
for any conjunction of cause and effect. (A, 13{,some italiCsadded)

"Reason" is used here, even more explicitly than elsewhere
in Hume's work, in a fashion confined to demonstrative,infer.
ence. Stove correctly explains Hume's use of the word "demoll1

58. Even if our interpretation of Hume's use of "reason" is incorrect, StOY~'s;
interpretation would not thereby be rendered more plausible. One of,StOye~i
more perceptive reviewers, Donald Livingston, apparently holds adiffef(:n\;
interpretation of Hume from ours, yet sees the same problems with~~toy~'~.r
interpretation:

[It may be that as a matter of historical scholarship Hume uses}"r~tio.
nality" in some sense completely unlike that of "degree of conclusiye'
ness." Stove considers but rejects this objection on the ground thatf'lso.!
far almost nothing has been said to make the concept of rationalittde.~,
termin;tte: we do not yet knoW what properties we are to creditjtlill
magnitude with" (p. 70). This may be, but it will not do as an interpre'
tation of Hume. The Hume scholar's task is diligently and empatheti.
cally to seek out the various senses of rationality in Hume'r writingstllat,
might have a bearing on his conception of inductive scepticism.;StoVe'S
interpretation is, unhappily, not the result of such work. "

Review, Journal of the HistofY of Philosophy 13 (July, 1975), pp.41~IrF9I
further useful commentary on Hume's senses of "reason" and "reasol1ao!e.
ness," see Winters, op. cit., and Wade Robison, "Hume's scepticism,:"'R,ia.

logue 12 (1973)' p. 99, note 16. Robison's support for the positi~nL,IV,~g.
ston and we are proposing is especially intriguing because of RoblS0~;S30\fll
interpretation of Hume as a sceptic. Robison also makes referencetO,'IUP'
port in both Kemp Smith and Ardal.

"If
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strative" (35),59 but strangely fails to link it to "reason" in the

way Hume does. It also deserves note that the Abstract resists
Stove's interpretation in other interesting passages. For example,
Bume prides himself on his analysis of "probabilities, and those
measures of evidence on which life and action intirely depend"
-measures, he observes, neglected in the "common systems of

logic" (A, 7-8). Stove's translation, then, distorts Hume's mean.
ing, and it is in doing so that his mistakes arise. If this
assessment is correct, it should, on Stove's own admission, decide
the issue against him. For he says that if Hume does not hold the
one statement of inductive scepticism that he attributes to Hume,
then "there is no inductive scepticism in Hume" (34).

The same conclusions may be reached in regard to J. L. Mac-
kie's interpretation, which is a slightly mitigated version of
Stove's:

Hume's premiss that "reason" would have to rely on the principle
of uniformity holds only if it is assumed that reason's performances
must all be deductively valid. . . . Reasonable but probabilistic in-
ferences,then, have not been excluded by Hume's argument, for the
simplereason that Hume did not consider this possibility.6o

So far Mackie's account is modestly preferable to Stove's, for
Mackie correctly notices that Hume does not even consider using
"reason" in a probabilistic or inductive sense. But Mackie goes
on to say that Hume embraces "the more sweeping conclusions"
that causal inferences "are not even reasonable or probable, that
theyare to be ascribed to imagination, custom, and habit rather

than to reason, that it is out of the question to try to justify
Ihem on any ground except that they are natural, instinctive,
and unavoidable."6l At this point, Mackie agrees with Stove on
the following two conclusions: (1) Hume believes causal infer-
ences are based solely on unavoidable natural instinct and
therefore are not reasonable; (2) Hume thinks it is opt of the
question to justify causal inferences except on grounds of un-
avoidablenatural instinct.

59.,Cf.alsoStove'sperspicacious formulation in his "The Nature of Hume's
Sce~tlcism."p. 211.Stove first analyzed Hume's meaning in "Hume, Prob-
ablll!y,and Induction," pp. 196ff (see note 64 below).
50.}.L. Mackie,The Cement of the Universe (Oxford: Clarendon Press,
\9'l4),p.15.

II1II6\\Ibid., p. 18.
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Consider (2) first. We have argued that Hume does not assert
that natural instinct or any other factor justifies causal infer-
ences in general. The question never arises. Hume does, of
course, ask whether a priori causal inferences, which are purely

a product of the understanding, can be justified. When he ap-
peals to custom and instinct, he is providing an explanation,
not a justification. It is therefore odd that Mackie should com.

plain that Hume "never really justified, but only explained"
causal inference. Hume only sought to explain how causal in-
ferences are made, not to justify or to criticize the institution
of induction. It follows that Hume does not hold "Hume's in.
ductive scepticism"; and if we are correct that his sceptical doubts
center only on the understanding as rationalistically conceived,
then he does not hold "deductivism" either. Moreover, if as we
claim, he distinguishes between inductively well-grounded be.
liefs and purely associational beliefs, then he is opposed to the
forms of scepticism and deductivism imputed to him by Mackle's.;
conclusion (1).62

Despite our critical estimate of the Stove-Mackie interpret""
tion, we may end this section on a more conciliatory note. ,;:the
third of the propositions Stove attributes to Hume is "indu~tive
fallibilism," and we would agree with Stove both that H.bme
held this position and that it is not, as some have alleged, trivilJ+, .
Indeed Stove's claim conforms to our thesis that Hume's "scep-
ticism concerning rationalism" is a measured and proper anti.
dote to the excesses of that philosophical view. In effect,wliat'
Stove refers to as "inductive fallibilism" alone describes tRe

"sceptical" position we attribute to Hume. Furthermore,ifi~tlje,
end, the position we have defended is compatible with a Jargel'j

purpose of Stove's book. By attacking Hume, Stove hopes) to.
show that philosophers who cite Hume as the forerunnerrofJ

62. Stove does say that "I do not suggest that Hume, even in his phifosop1\\
ical works, is an inductive sceptic consistently. That is obviOUsly<no~js'o.!lj

("Hume, the Causal Principle, and Kemp Smith," pp. 8f; d. llf;;17r~,T~11
admisssion is minor, since it is effectively an assertion of inconsisteri~YNOur;

problem is that we cannot locate inductive scepticism in Stove's sen~'anyp
where in Hume, whereas Stove's position is that Hume's inconsistenC1~S)~'
sult from his acceptance of radical scepticism, on the one hand, and~h~a~
tempt "to evade a charge of 'scepticism' against his writing on th~.:o.t\ie!
hand." This evasiveness, Stove charges, leads Humc to be "insincere'~1@1i1.
statements of his own views! (Ibid., p. 18.)
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their own "inductive scepticism" have appealed to an unsound
source, and have been led astray as a result. In this connection
Stove has Karl Popper most prominently in mind. Our view, of
course, is that Popper is simply a misled exegete of Hume.63 So
we may conclude by inviting Stove to join us in rejecting Pop-
perian excesses, and we offer him another reason for doing so,
viz. that Popper misreads Hume. If our view of Hume's treat-
ment of induction is correct, then Stove can adopt it, and still
pursue his program of showing that inductive scepticism is an
untenable position. Stove is concerned to argue that Hume's
"refutation of 1. P. [inductive probabilism] is an entirely imagi-
nary episode in the history of philosophy."64 Our agreement with
this claim could not be more complete, even if our reasons for
holding it could scarcely be more diverse.

VII

An interesting philosophical question might yet be raised.
Though Hume does not concern himself with what we have
called the external problem, one might stilI wonder whether an
empiricist philosophy such as his could, without inconsistency,
muster the resources to resolve the problem. For this reason it
might not be frivolous to show that Hume's philosophy is ca-
pable of resolving the external problem and hence that Hume
couldon empiricist grounds construct a suitable philosophical
foundation for his well-developed views on inductive standards
and internal problems of justification. Such a resolution of the
external problem would provide a general framework for the
logicalrules Hume uses as criteria to distinguish between rea-
soningmerely "naturally" and reasoning "justly and naturally."

We have maintained that Hume does not argue for a sceptical

,.63.Stove also agrees that Popper and others are misled exegetes. See his
Probabilityand Hume's Inductive Scepticism,pp. 125-32.A remarkably stern
rebukeis found in "Why Should Probability Be the Guide of Life?" p. 56,
note8. See also "The Nature of Hume's Scepticism," pp. 211f. The compati-
bllityof our views with Stove's, against both Popper and Carnap, becomes
~pecialIy apparent on pp. 214f, 219f of the latter paper, and in Stove's
book,Chapters7-8.
~4.Stove,"Hume, Probability, and Induction," as reprinted from The

'),~hilosoPhicalReview 74 (1965),in V. C. Chappell, ed., Hume (Garden City,
,y,: Doubleday, 1966),pp. 189, 195, 208f, 211.
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approach to the external problem. It is not difficult to show, in
addition, that his empiricism is capable of directly confronting
this problem and, with complete consistency, of taking anyone
of several plausible paths toward its resolution. We shall pro.
ceed in this demonstration by considering two recently influ.
ential treatments of the traditional problem of induction: (1)
Dissolution Arguments and (2) Pragmatic Justification Argu.
ments. It is significant that most of the philosophers we cite be.
low as advocates of these approaches comfortably label them.
selves empiricists, and even as Humeans.

(1) Dissolution or pseudo-problem arguments are in no respect
incompatible with Hume's philosophy. Proponents of this ap.
proach maintain that one cannot coherently ask whether indue.
tive procedures are rational; they conclude that the traditional
problem is one whose resolution comes only through dissolution,
Both Antony Flew and A. J. Ayer have taken this position, and
both correctly see the compatibility of their approach with the.
broader perspective of Hume's empiricism. They are mistaken
only in thinking that Hume is a sceptic whose scepticism needs
correction. Flew, for example, erroneously interprets Hume to be
raising the traditional problem of induction and objects that
"this is tantamount to enquiring what reason there is for in~
sisting that our expectations should be shaped by experience.
This insistence just is rational. There can be no sense in asking
for any further or more ultimate reason why."65Flew rightly be.
lieves his own dissolution perfectly compatible with Hume's
empiricism. He wrongly thinks this answer would save Hume
from scepticism, for on our view Hume needs no such salvationu.
But had he been concerned with the external problem, he might.;
well have taken the course recommended by Flew.66 Much the
same can be said concerning A. J. Ayer, who similarly believes
that he need not sacrificeempiricist principles in order to take,
the dissolution approach. In The Problem of Knowledge he

65. Antony Flew, Hume's PhilosojJhy of Belief (London: RoutledgeBeKegan
Paul, 1961),p. 89.
66. According to Barry Stroud's interpretation of Strawson and the dlssol~'
tion approach (ap. cit., pp. 64-66), Hume could not have found thelr.~ew'
congenial. Stroud would be right if his understanding of Strawson's,theory
were correct, but we find it so distant from Strawson as to be scarce1y'more

than a caricature (esp. p. 65).

j
j

.....
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quickly dismisses what he takes to be Hume's problem of in.
duction and remarks, while speaking of the inductive sceptic in
general, that

his demand for justification is such that it is necessarily true that it
cannot be met. BUt here again it is a bloodless victory. When it is
understood that there logicallycould be no COurtof superior jurisdic-
tion, it hardly seems troubling that inductive reasoningshould be left,as it were, to act as judge in its OWncause.67

There has been an unfortunate tendency among many ad.
herents of the dissolUtion approach to flail away at Hume on

the pretense that he has generated a pseudo-problem by severely
restricting the term "reason" and then asking whether the insti-
tution of inductive reasoning is reasonable. We 11aveseen that
Hume does indeed restrict the term "reason" but that he never

proceeds to call the entire institUtion of inductive reasoning
into question. Once Hume's commitments are thus understood,
we can see that Hume might himself argue the line taken, for

example, by P. F. Strawson (who is often thought to be arguing
againstHume):

What reason have we to place reliance on inductive procedures? . . .
It is our llabit to form expectations in this way; but can the habit be
rationaIlyjustified? . . . The doubt has its source in a confusion. . . .
Thedemand is that induction should be shown to be a rational pro-
cess;and this turns out to be the demand that one kind of reasoningshouldbe shown to be another and different kind.6s

Hume,who Was principally concerned to discriminate between
inductiveand demonstrative reasoning, would easily have felt at
IIomewi,h 'he la" "ntenee of thi, argument. Wha, conld be
moreabsurd, from Hume's anti-rationalisticperspective, than
~e demand 'ha, "one lo'm of "a""ning 'honEd be iliown to be
anotherand different kind"? Strawson himself has noted the

<omP"ibiJi'y01 hi, vi- with ,1,°" of Hnme, and i, among
thefew to ob"",e 'be con,i"ency of Hnme', ,"", ""ion with

~,A, }, A"" Th, "ob/'m of Knowl'dg, (B,Jt;m~" P"g"/" B_,
'058),P, ?5,A",'. "reM "a tern" , of wh" h, "k" '0 be H"m", ""P-
'Io!"""ion" CO"'d/. "obobillly o.d E";a~" (N,w Yo,k, COI"mhi,~nfversityPress, J972), Chapter 1, esp. pp. 4f.

c; p,p, S",",o" I""".""", '0 Log;,o' Th,ory (Lo'don, M,"'", ""d
., 1952),pp. 249f.
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his natUralistic account of inference. For Hume, he cogently
a<gU'" "it i, a "qui"ment of Rea",n that om belief> ,bould
form a coherent system. committed by nature to the 'basic
canons' of induction, we are led by Reason to elaborate our

p"""du," and poli"" on thi' bwi,. Rewon i, ODdougbt to be,
the slave of the passions."69

(2) Other contemporary neo-Humeans such as Reichenbach,
Feigl, and Salmon insist on solutions rather than dissolutions
and offer a pragmatic justification, or vindication, of induction
(while admitting tbat any validation of the metbod of induction
is impossible). They attempt to show that, presuming a desire
to make correct predictions, one ought to adopt the rule of in-
duction. It is rational to adopt this rule, they maintain, because
it is uniquely suited as a means to attain correct predictions, and
so is preferable to all known forms of inference, or is at least as
good as any alternative.

Again, this approach is entirely compatible with Hume'sl
philosophy. Although its proponents also share the misconcep;
tion that Hume held a sceptical position in regard to the eX'iI
ternal problem, they clearly see that Hume's empiricism need.
not be sacrificed in order to escape scepticism. Feigl, speaking)
of his own pragmatic justification of induction, remarks that1
"the conclusion reached may seem only infinitesimally remoyed!
fmm Hume', ",epti",m" and tbat "it i, the final point wbich.~
consistent empiricist must add to his outlook." Although Hume
is not a sceptic in the way Feigl implies, he might nonetheless,
have wanted, as a consistent empiricist, to add this finalpo£*t,
to his outlook.7O

69' P. F. StraWson, "On Justifying Induction," Philosophical Studies 9 (i958)~
pp."I. ,,~w'on" ,",W''" f-,oc,blycomp",d'" Hum'" ""t in"'~
Zabeeh, "gume's Problem of Induction," in Livingston and King, edso'Jonr,
cit., esp. pp. 84-87' " ,

70. H"b'" "i,I, "D' p,incipi" Non D;opu"ndum . . . '" in Phi",oP>1IiJI
Analysis, ed. Max Black (Ithaca, N. Y.: Cornell, 1950), p. 131. WesleySalt
mon's ingeniouS essay, "An Encounter with David gume," is appare~tl~il\r'
tended to shoW that gume raised penetrating and correct questions abO?I;
iuduction wbicb f,nd ,bd, "",t "Iutiou in wore "p~gm,cl' j"'cl"'",!,!
that derive from Reichenbach. The essay is found in Joel Feinberg!;;eo;;
n",on nnd R"po"ibilily, 4tb ro. (BtlmM', Calilo,";,' W""'""""""
lishing Company, 1979)'

..
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VIII

The conclusions we have reached in this chapter concerning
Hume's views on induction bear directly on his theory of causa-
tion in a way that deserves reemphasis. These conclusions make
it clear why Hume takes up the nature of inductive inference
at the points in his work where he discusses the place of neces-
sity in causal relatedness. An examination of the former is
clearly a part of his exposition of the latter. He must attack the
idea that objectively necessary connection provides the medium
for inference that is required by rationalism. Additionally, our
conclusions undercut the suggestion that Hume's larger philo-
sophical enterprise in analyzing causation and inductive reason-
ing is purely critical and sceptical. We have not shown, of
course, that Hume is not sceptical in others of his teachings; and
we have certainly not shown that leading interpretations of
Hume's writings as sceptical-such as Richard Popkin's seminal
work71-are without merit. But these interpretations fail to cap-
ture either the letter or the spirit of his philosophy of causation.
We are confident that it can be shown that these interpretations
are misguided by citing the texts and using the approach in-
stanced in this chapter.72 That undertaking, however, is a major
one far afield from the philosophy of causation.

Having reached the conclusion in our first two chapters that
Hume's aim is fully as constructive as it is critical, we turn in the
next chapter to a closer examination of his constructive enter-
prise.

71.Richard H. Popkin, The High Road to Pyrrhonism (San Diego: Austin
Hill Press, 1980). Included in this collection of papers is Popkin's classic
article"DavidHume: His Pyrrhonism and His Critique of Pyrrhonism," The
PhilosoPhicalQuarterly 1 (1951). Robison's work cited in footnote 1 above
deservesthe same careful study.
,72.This nonsceptical interpretation has already been argued for in three
papersby Fred Wilson: "Is Hume Really a Sceptic with Regard to Reason?,"
~,npublished;"What Pyrrho Taught and Hume Renewed," unpublished; and
"Hume'sTheory of Mental Activity," McGill Hume Studies, op. cit., pp.
101-20.


